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The Scope

• Resonant effects 
Direct production of a (hypothetical) flavour mediator X 

• Non-resonant effects  
Deviations in the high-pT tails of distributions (due to X) 

(Flavour physics at the Energy Frontier)

• Flavour in Top and Higgs  
Flavour violating Top and Higgs decays, etc…

“Flavour physics” is a study of interactions that distinguish between flavours…
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High-pT flavour toolbox

1

LHC is a …  
…collider of five quark flavours

In production
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Figure 1: MMHT2014 NNLO PDFs at Q2 = 10 GeV2 and Q
2 = 104 GeV2, with associated 68%

confidence-level uncertainty bands. The corresponding plot of NLO PDFs is shown in Fig. 20.

2 Changes in the theoretical procedures

In this Section, we list the changes in our theoretical description of the data, from that used

in the MSTW analysis [1]. We also glance ahead to mention some of the main e↵ects on the

resulting PDFs.

2.1 Input distributions

As is clear from the discussion in the Introduction, one improvement is to use parameterisations

for the input distributions based on Chebyshev polynomials. Following the detailed study in

[11], we take for most PDFs a parameterisation of the form

xf(x,Q2

0
) = A(1� x)⌘x�

 
1 +

nX

i=1

aiT
Ch

i
(y(x))

!
, (1)

where Q
2

0
= 1 GeV2 is the input scale, and T

Ch

i
(y) are Chebyshev polynomials in y, with

y = 1 � 2xk where we take k = 0.5 and n = 4. The global fit determines the values of the

set of parameters A, �, ⌘, ai for each PDF, namely for f = uV , dV , S, s+, where S is the

light-quark sea distribution

S ⌘ 2(ū+ d̄) + s+ s̄. (2)

For s+ ⌘ s + s̄ we set �+ = �S. As argued in [1] the sea quarks at very low x are governed

almost entirely by perturbative evolution, which is flavour independent, and any di↵erence in

6

X

Parton distribution functions

[1412.3989]

See also  
[1510.03865, 1410.8849, 1506.07443, …]

p p
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High-pT flavour toolbox

2

• b-jet tagging

In decay

CMS & ATLAS can…  
…catch heavy flavours

• Hadronic Tau
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• Start	from	“Fat”	jet	(ak8)

• Sub-structure	analysis	(e.g 3 sub-jet)
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• Boosted Top
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[Yuta Takahashi] @ ZPW2018

See also  
[ATL-PHYS-PUB-2017-003, CMS DP-2017/013, 

CMS-TAU-16-002, ATL-PHYS-PUB-2015-045]
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Imagine, for a moment, NP in

?JQuark JLepton

What is the physics case
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~ 4σ> 4σ

n � 2 (64)

b ! c⌧ ⌫̄⌧ (65)

b ! sµµ̄ (66)
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Motivation?
(trends in the data)

B-anomalies  
[1303.0571, 1612.00529,
1506.08614, 1406.6482,
1705.05802, 1308.1707,
1512.04442]

See theory talks:
Neubert, Sumensari, Tetlalmatzi-Xolocotzi, Mahmoudi, Feruglio, Ciuchini
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Comment on NP in B-anomalies
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Physics of LHC?
(or, at least, next generation c.)



6 B-anomalies
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at both LEP-1 and LHC (see e.g. Ref. [13]). Also, such ef-
fects are not enhanced at high energies, scaling like ⇠ v2/L 2,
where v ' 246 GeV.

For these reasons we neglect them and focus on the
four-fermion interactions which comprise of four classes
depending on the chirality: (L̄L)(L̄L), (R̄R)(R̄R), (R̄R)(L̄L),
and (L̄L)(R̄R). In particular, the relevant set of operators is:

L
SMEFT �

c(3)Qi jLkl

L 2 (Q̄igµ saQ j)(L̄kgµ saLl)+
c(1)Qi jLkl

L 2 (Q̄igµ Q j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+

cui jekl

L 2 (ūigµ u j)(ēkgµ el)+
cdi jLkl

L 2 (d̄igµ d j)(ēkgµ el)+

cui jLkl

L 2 (ūigµ u j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+
cdi jLkl

L 2 (d̄igµ d j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+

cQi jekl

L 2 (Q̄igµ Q j)(ēkgµ el) (1)

where i, j,k, l are flavour indices, Qi =(V ⇤
jiu

j
L,d

i
L)

T and Li =

(n i
L,`

i
L)

T are the SM left-handed quark and lepton weak
doublets, while di, ui, ei are the right-handed singlets. V
is the CKM flavour mixing matrix and sa are the Pauli
matrices acting on SU(2)L space.

An equivalent classification of the possible contact in-
teractions can be obtained by studying directly the q q̄ !
`�`+ scattering amplitude:

A (qi
p1

q̄ j
p2
! `�p01

`+p02
) = i Â

qL,qR
Â
`L,`R

(q̄igµ q j) ( ¯̀gµ`) Fq`(p2) ,

(2)

where p ⌘ p1 + p2 = p01 + p02, and the form factor Fq`(p2)
can be expanded around the physical poles present in the
SM (photon and Z boson propagators), leading to

Fq`(p2) = d i j e2QqQ`

p2 +d i j gq
Zg`Z

p2 �m2
Z + imZGZ

+
eq`

i j

v2 . (3)

Here, Qq(`) is the quark (lepton) electric charge, while gq(`)
Z

is the corresponding coupling to Z boson: in the SM
g f

Z = 2mZ
v (T 3

f �Q f sin2 qW ). The contact terms eq`
i j are related

to the EFT coefficients in Eq. (1) by simple relations ex =
v2

L 2 cx. The only constraint on the contact terms imposed by

SU(2)L invariance are edLek
R

i j = euLek
R

i j = cQi jekk v2/L 2.
The dilepton invariant mass spectrum can be written as

(see Appendix A),

ds
dt

=

✓
ds
dt

◆

SM
⇥ Âq,`Lqq̄(t,µF)|Fq`(ts0)|2

Âq,`Lqq̄(t,µF)|FSM
q` (ts0)|2

, (4)

where t ⌘ m2
`+`�/s0 and

p
s0 is the proton-proton center

of mass energy. The sum is over the left- and right-handed
quarks and leptons as well as the quark flavours accessible
in the proton. Note that, since we are interested in the high-
energy tails (away from the Z pole), the universal higher-
order radiative QCD corrections factorise to a large extent.

SM
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Fig. 1 Rµ+µ�/e+e� as a function of the dilepton invariant mass m`+`�

for three new physics benchmark points. See text for details.

Therefore, consistently including those corrections in the
SM prediction is enough to achieve good theoretical accu-
racy. It is still useful to define the differential LFU ratio,

Rµ+µ�/e+e�(m``)⌘
dsµµ
dm``

/
dsee

dm``
=

=
Âq,µ Lqq̄(m2

``/s0,µF)|Fqµ(m2
``)|2

Âq,e Lqq̄(m2
``/s0,µF)|Fqe(m2

``)|2
,

(5)

which is a both theoretically and experimentally cleaner
observable. In fact, in the SM both QCD and electroweak
corrections are universal among muons and electrons, pre-
dicting RSM

µ+µ�/e+e�(m``) ' 1 with very high accuracy. As
an illustration, we show in Fig. 1 the predictions for this
observable at

p
s0 = 13 TeV, assuming new physics in three

benchmark operators. The parton luminosities used to de-
rive these predictions are discussed in the next chapter.

A goal of this work is to connect the high-pT dilepton
tails measurements with the recent experimental hints on
lepton flavour universality violation in rare semileptonic B
meson decays. The pattern of observed deviations can be
explained with a new physics contribution to a single four-
fermion bsµµ contact interaction. As discussed in more
details in Section 3, a good fit of the flavour anomalies
can be obtained with a left-handed chirality structure. For
this reason, when discussing the connection to flavour in
Section 3, we limit our attention to the (L̄L)(L̄L) oper-
ators with muons given in the first line of Eq. (1).1 For
this purpose, it is useful to rearrange the terms relevant to
p p ! µ+µ� as:2

L
eff �

CUµ
i j

v2 (ūi
Lgµ u j

L)(µ̄Lgµ µL)+
CDµ

i j

v2 (d̄i
Lgµ d j

L)(µ̄Lgµ µL) , (6)

1Note that similar conclusions apply also for solutions of the flavour
anomalies involving operators with different chirality structure.
2The down and up couplings are given by two orthogonal combina-
tions of the triplet and singlet operators in the first line of Eq. (1):
CD(U)µ

i j = v2/L 2(c(1)Qi jL22
± c(3)Qi jL22

).
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scalar or tensor currents, expected to be suppressed by the68

light fermion Yukawa couplings), dimension-six operators69

can contribute to q q̄ → ℓ+ℓ− either by modifying the70

SM contributions due to the Z exchange or via local four-71

fermion interactions. The former class of deviations can be72

probed with high precision by on-shell Z production and73

decays at both LEP-1 and LHC (see e.g. Ref. [13]). Also,74

such effects are not enhanced at high energies, scaling like75

∼v2/"2, where v ≃246 GeV.76

For these reasons we neglect them and focus on the four-77

fermion interactions which comprise four classes depend-78
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(L̄ L)(R̄ R). In particular, the relevant set of operators is80
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µσaLl)81
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µLl)82

+
cu i j ekl
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(ū iγµu j )(ēkγ
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µLl)84
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cQi j ekl
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µel) (1)85

where i, j, k, l are flavor indices, Qi = (V ∗
j i u

j
L , d i

L)T and86

Li = (νi
L , ℓi

L)T are the SM left-handed quark and lepton87

weak doublets and di , u i , ei are the right-handed singlets.88

V is the CKM flavor mixing matrix and σ a are the Pauli89

matrices acting on SU (2)L space.90

An equivalent classification of the possible contact inter-91

actions can be obtained by studying directly the q q̄ → ℓ−ℓ+
92

scattering amplitude:93

A(qi
p1

q̄
j
p2→ℓ−

p′
1
ℓ+

p′
2
)94

= i
!

qL ,qR

!

ℓL ,ℓR

(q̄iγ µq j ) (ℓ̄γµℓ) Fqℓ(p2), (2)95

where p ≡ p1 + p2 = p′
1 + p′

2, and the form factor Fqℓ(p2)96

can be expanded around the physical poles present in the SM97

(photon and Z boson propagators), leading to98

Fqℓ(p2) = δi j e2 Qq Qℓ

p2
+ δi j g

q
Z g ℓ

Z

p2 −m2
Z + im Z'Z

+
ϵ

qℓ
i j

v2
.99

(3)100

Here, Qq(ℓ) is the quark (lepton) electric charge and g
q(ℓ)
Z101

is the corresponding coupling to Z boson: in the SM g
f
Z =102

2m Z
v (T 3

f −Q f sin2 θW ). The contact terms ϵ
qℓ
i j are related to103

the EFT coefficients in Eq. (1) by simple relations ϵx = v2

"2 cx .104

The only constraint on the contact terms imposed by SU (2)L105

invariance are ϵ
dL ek

R
i j = ϵ

u L ek
R

i j = cQi j ekk v
2/"2.106

Fig. 1 Rµ+µ−/e+e− as a function of the dilepton invariant mass mℓ+ℓ−

for three new physics benchmark points. See text for details

The dilepton invariant mass spectrum can be written (see 107

Appendix A), 108

dσ

dτ
=

"

dσ

dτ

#

SM

×
$

q,ℓ Lqq̄(τ, µF )|Fqℓ(τ s0)|2
$

q,ℓ Lqq̄(τ, µF )|FSM
qℓ (τ s0)|2

, (4) 109

where τ ≡ m2
ℓ+ℓ−/s0 and

√
s0 is the proton–proton center 110

of mass energy. The sum is over the left- and right-handed 111

quarks and leptons as well as the quark flavors accessible 112

in the proton. Note that, since we are interested in the high- 113

energy tails (away from the Z pole), the universal higher- 114

order radiative QCD corrections factorize to a large extent. 115

Therefore, consistently including those corrections in the SM 116

prediction is enough to achieve good theoretical accuracy. It 117

is still useful to define the differential LFU ratio, 118

Rµ+µ−/e+e−(mℓℓ) ≡
dσµµ

dmℓℓ
/

dσee

dmℓℓ
119

=
$

q,µ Lqq̄(m2
ℓℓ/s0, µF )|Fqµ(m2

ℓℓ)|
2

$

q,e Lqq̄(m2
ℓℓ/s0, µF )|Fqe(m

2
ℓℓ)|2

, (5) 120

which is a both theoretically and experimentally cleaner 121

observable. In fact, in the SM both QCD and electroweak 122

corrections are universal among muons and electrons, pre- 123

dicting RSM
µ+µ−/e+e−(mℓℓ) ≃1 with very high accuracy. As 124

an illustration, in Fig. 1 we show the predictions for this 125

observable at
√

s0 = 13 TeV, assuming new physics in three 126

benchmark operators. The parton luminosities used to derive 127

these predictions are discussed in the next chapter. 128

A goal of this work is to connect the high-pT dilepton tails 129

measurements with the recent experimental hints on lepton- 130

flavor universality violation in rare semileptonic B meson 131

decays. The pattern of observed deviations can be explained 132

with a new physics contribution to a single four-fermion 133

bsµµ contact interaction. As discussed in more detail in 134

Sect. 3, a good fit of the flavor anomalies can be obtained 135

with a left-handed chirality structure. For this reason, when 136
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scalar or tensor currents, expected to be suppressed by the68

light fermion Yukawa couplings), dimension-six operators69

can contribute to q q̄ → ℓ+ℓ− either by modifying the70

SM contributions due to the Z exchange or via local four-71

fermion interactions. The former class of deviations can be72

probed with high precision by on-shell Z production and73

decays at both LEP-1 and LHC (see e.g. Ref. [13]). Also,74

such effects are not enhanced at high energies, scaling like75

∼v2/"2, where v ≃246 GeV.76

For these reasons we neglect them and focus on the four-77

fermion interactions which comprise four classes depend-78

ing on the chirality: (L̄ L)(L̄ L), (R̄ R)(R̄ R), (R̄ R)(L̄ L) and79

(L̄ L)(R̄ R). In particular, the relevant set of operators is80

LSMEFT ⊃
c
(3)
Qi j Lkl

"2
(Q̄iγµσ a Q j )(L̄kγ

µσaLl)81

+
c
(1)
Qi j Lkl

"2
(Q̄iγµQ j )(L̄kγ

µLl)82

+
cu i j ekl

"2
(ū iγµu j )(ēkγ

µel) +
cdi j Lkl

"2
(d̄iγµd j )(ēkγ

µel)83

+
cu i j Lkl

"2
(ū iγµu j )(L̄kγ

µLl) +
cdi j Lkl

"2
(d̄iγµd j )(L̄kγ

µLl)84

+
cQi j ekl

"2
(Q̄iγµQ j )(ēkγ

µel) (1)85

where i, j, k, l are flavor indices, Qi = (V ∗
j i u

j
L , d i

L)T and86

Li = (νi
L , ℓi

L)T are the SM left-handed quark and lepton87

weak doublets and di , u i , ei are the right-handed singlets.88

V is the CKM flavor mixing matrix and σ a are the Pauli89

matrices acting on SU (2)L space.90

An equivalent classification of the possible contact inter-91

actions can be obtained by studying directly the q q̄ → ℓ−ℓ+
92

scattering amplitude:93

A(qi
p1

q̄
j
p2→ℓ−

p′
1
ℓ+

p′
2
)94

= i
!

qL ,qR

!

ℓL ,ℓR

(q̄iγ µq j ) (ℓ̄γµℓ) Fqℓ(p2), (2)95

where p ≡ p1 + p2 = p′
1 + p′

2, and the form factor Fqℓ(p2)96

can be expanded around the physical poles present in the SM97

(photon and Z boson propagators), leading to98

Fqℓ(p2) = δi j e2 Qq Qℓ

p2
+ δi j g

q
Z g ℓ

Z

p2 −m2
Z + im Z'Z

+
ϵ

qℓ
i j

v2
.99

(3)100

Here, Qq(ℓ) is the quark (lepton) electric charge and g
q(ℓ)
Z101

is the corresponding coupling to Z boson: in the SM g
f
Z =102

2m Z
v (T 3

f −Q f sin2 θW ). The contact terms ϵ
qℓ
i j are related to103

the EFT coefficients in Eq. (1) by simple relations ϵx = v2

"2 cx .104

The only constraint on the contact terms imposed by SU (2)L105

invariance are ϵ
dL ek

R
i j = ϵ

u L ek
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i j = cQi j ekk v
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Fig. 1 Rµ+µ−/e+e− as a function of the dilepton invariant mass mℓ+ℓ−

for three new physics benchmark points. See text for details

The dilepton invariant mass spectrum can be written (see 107

Appendix A), 108

dσ

dτ
=

"

dσ

dτ

#

SM

×
$

q,ℓ Lqq̄(τ, µF )|Fqℓ(τ s0)|2
$

q,ℓ Lqq̄(τ, µF )|FSM
qℓ (τ s0)|2

, (4) 109

where τ ≡ m2
ℓ+ℓ−/s0 and

√
s0 is the proton–proton center 110

of mass energy. The sum is over the left- and right-handed 111

quarks and leptons as well as the quark flavors accessible 112

in the proton. Note that, since we are interested in the high- 113

energy tails (away from the Z pole), the universal higher- 114

order radiative QCD corrections factorize to a large extent. 115

Therefore, consistently including those corrections in the SM 116

prediction is enough to achieve good theoretical accuracy. It 117

is still useful to define the differential LFU ratio, 118

Rµ+µ−/e+e−(mℓℓ) ≡
dσµµ

dmℓℓ
/

dσee

dmℓℓ
119

=
$

q,µ Lqq̄(m2
ℓℓ/s0, µF )|Fqµ(m2

ℓℓ)|
2

$

q,e Lqq̄(m2
ℓℓ/s0, µF )|Fqe(m

2
ℓℓ)|2

, (5) 120

which is a both theoretically and experimentally cleaner 121

observable. In fact, in the SM both QCD and electroweak 122

corrections are universal among muons and electrons, pre- 123

dicting RSM
µ+µ−/e+e−(mℓℓ) ≃1 with very high accuracy. As 124

an illustration, in Fig. 1 we show the predictions for this 125

observable at
√

s0 = 13 TeV, assuming new physics in three 126

benchmark operators. The parton luminosities used to derive 127

these predictions are discussed in the next chapter. 128

A goal of this work is to connect the high-pT dilepton tails 129

measurements with the recent experimental hints on lepton- 130

flavor universality violation in rare semileptonic B meson 131

decays. The pattern of observed deviations can be explained 132

with a new physics contribution to a single four-fermion 133

bsµµ contact interaction. As discussed in more detail in 134

Sect. 3, a good fit of the flavor anomalies can be obtained 135

with a left-handed chirality structure. For this reason, when 136
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Figure 1: Distributions of (a) dielectron and (b) dimuon reconstructed invariant mass (m``) after selection, for data
and the SM background estimates as well as their ratio before and after marginalisation. Selected Z0

� signals with a
pole mass of 3, 4 and 5 TeV are overlaid. The bin width of the distributions is constant in log(m``) and the shaded
band in the lower panels illustrates the total systematic uncertainty, as explained in Sec. 7. The data points are
shown together with their statistical uncertainty.

A search for Z0
� signals as well as generic Z0 signals with widths from 1% to 12% is performed utilising

the LLR test described in Ref. [54]. This second approach is specifically sensitive to narrow Z0-like
signals, and is thus complimentary to the more general BH approach. To perform the LLR search, the
Histfactory [55] package, together with RooStats [56] and RooFit [57] packages are used. The p-value
for finding a Z0

� signal excess (at a given pole mass), as well as variable width generic Z0 excess (at a
given central mass and with a given width), more significant than the observed, is computed analytically,
using the test statistic q0. The test statistic q0 is based on the logarithm of the profile likelihood ratio �(µ).
The test statistic is modified for signal masses below 1.5 TeV to also quantify the significance of potential
deficits in the data. As in the BH search the SM background model is constructed using the modes of
marginalised posteriors of the nuisance parameters from the MCMC, and these nuisance parameters are
not included in the likelihood at this stage. Starting with mZ 0 of 150 GeV, multiple mass hypotheses are
tested in pole mass steps corresponding to the histogram bin width to compute the local p-values — that
is p-values corresponding to specific signal mass hypotheses. Simulated experiments (for mZ 0 > 1.5 TeV)
and asymptotic relations (for mZ 0 < 1.5 TeV) in Ref. [54] are used to estimate the global p-value, which
is the probability to find anywhere in the m`` distribution a Z0-like excess more significant than that
observed in the data.

10 Results

The data, scrutinised with the statistical tests described in the previous section, show no significant ex-
cesses. The LLR tests for a Z0

� find global p-values of 58%, 91% and 83% in the dielectron, dimuon,
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Abstract We investigate the impact of flavor-conserving,1

non-universal quark-lepton contact interactions on the dilep-2

ton invariant mass distribution in p p → ℓ+ℓ−processes at3

the LHC. After recasting the recent ATLAS search performed4

at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb−1 of data, we derive the best up-to-date5

limits on the full set of 36 chirality-conserving four-fermion6

operators contributing to the processes and estimate the sen-7

sitivity achievable at the HL-LHC. We discuss how these1 8

high-pT measurements can provide complementary infor-9

mation to the low-pT rare meson decays. In particular, we10

find that the recent hints on lepton-flavor universality viola-11

tion in b → sµ+µ− transitions are already in mild tension12

with the dimuon spectrum at high-pT if the flavor structure13

follows minimal flavor violation. Even if the mass scale of14

new physics is well beyond the kinematical reach for on-shell15

production, the signal in the high-pT dilepton tail might still16

be observed, a fact that has been often overlooked in the17

present literature. In scenarios where new physics couples18

predominantly to third generation quarks, instead, the HL-19

LHC phase is necessary in order to provide valuable infor-20

mation.21

1 Introduction22

Searches for new physics in flavor-changing neutral currents23

(FCNC) at low energies set strong limits on flavor-violating24

semileptonic four-fermion operators (qq ′ℓℓ), often pushing25

the new physics mass scale " beyond the kinematical reach26

of the LHC [1]. For example, if the recent hints for lepton-27

flavor non-universality in b → sℓ+ℓ− transitions [2–5] are28

confirmed, the relevant dynamics might easily be outside the29

LHC range for on-shell production.30

In this situation, an effective field theory (EFT) approach31

is applicable in the entire spectrum of momentum transfers32

in proton collisions at the LHC, including the most energetic33

a e-mail: marzocca@physik.uzh.ch

processes. Since the leading deviations from the SM scale 34

like O(p2/"2), where p2 is a typical momentum exchange, 35

less precise measurements at high-pT could offer similar (or 36

even better) sensitivity to new physics with respect to high- 37

precision measurements at low energies. Indeed, opposite- 38

sign same-flavor charged lepton production, p p → ℓ+ℓ−
39

(ℓ = e, µ), sets competitive constraints on new physics when 40

compared to some low-energy measurements [6–8] or elec- 41

troweak precision tests performed at LEP [9]. 42

At the same time, motivated new physics flavor structures 43

can allow for large flavor-conserving but flavor non-universal 44

interactions. In this work we study the impact of such contact 45

interactions on the tails of dilepton invariant mass distribu- 46

tion in p p → ℓ+ℓ−and use the limits obtained in this way 47

to derive bounds on class of models which aim to solve the 48

recent b → sℓℓ anomalies. With a similar spirit, in Ref. [10] 49

it was shown that the LHC measurements of pp → τ+τ−
50

already set stringent constraints on models aimed at solv- 51

ing the charged-current b → cτ ν̄τ anomalies. The paper is 52

organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we present a general parame- 53

terization of new physics effects in p p → ℓ+ℓ−and perform 54

a recast of the recent ATLAS search at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb−1
55

of data [11] to derive present and future-projected limits on 56

flavor non-universal contact interactions for all quark fla- 57

vors accessible in the initial protons. In Sect. 3 we discuss 58

the implications of these results on the rare FCNC B meson 59

decay anomalies. The conclusions are found in Sect. 4. 60

2 New physics in the dilepton tails 61

2.1 General considerations 62

The discussion on new physics contributions to dilepton pro- 63

duction via Drell–Yan will be started by listing the gauge- 64

invariant dimension-six operators which can contribute at 65

tree-level to the process. We opt to work in the Warsaw 66

basis [12]. Neglecting chirality-flipping interactions (e.g. 67
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at both LEP-1 and LHC (see e.g. Ref. [13]). Also, such ef-
fects are not enhanced at high energies, scaling like ⇠ v2/L 2,
where v ' 246 GeV.

For these reasons we neglect them and focus on the
four-fermion interactions which comprise of four classes
depending on the chirality: (L̄L)(L̄L), (R̄R)(R̄R), (R̄R)(L̄L),
and (L̄L)(R̄R). In particular, the relevant set of operators is:

L
SMEFT �

c(3)Qi jLkl

L 2 (Q̄igµ saQ j)(L̄kgµ saLl)+
c(1)Qi jLkl

L 2 (Q̄igµ Q j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+

cui jekl

L 2 (ūigµ u j)(ēkgµ el)+
cdi jLkl

L 2 (d̄igµ d j)(ēkgµ el)+

cui jLkl

L 2 (ūigµ u j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+
cdi jLkl

L 2 (d̄igµ d j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+

cQi jekl

L 2 (Q̄igµ Q j)(ēkgµ el) (1)

where i, j,k, l are flavour indices, Qi =(V ⇤
jiu

j
L,d

i
L)

T and Li =

(n i
L,`

i
L)

T are the SM left-handed quark and lepton weak
doublets, while di, ui, ei are the right-handed singlets. V
is the CKM flavour mixing matrix and sa are the Pauli
matrices acting on SU(2)L space.

An equivalent classification of the possible contact in-
teractions can be obtained by studying directly the q q̄ !
`�`+ scattering amplitude:

A (qi
p1

q̄ j
p2
! `�p01

`+p02
) = i Â

qL,qR
Â
`L,`R

(q̄igµ q j) ( ¯̀gµ`) Fq`(p2) ,

(2)

where p ⌘ p1 + p2 = p01 + p02, and the form factor Fq`(p2)
can be expanded around the physical poles present in the
SM (photon and Z boson propagators), leading to

Fq`(p2) = d i j e2QqQ`

p2 +d i j gq
Zg`Z

p2 �m2
Z + imZGZ

+
eq`

i j

v2 . (3)

Here, Qq(`) is the quark (lepton) electric charge, while gq(`)
Z

is the corresponding coupling to Z boson: in the SM
g f

Z = 2mZ
v (T 3

f �Q f sin2 qW ). The contact terms eq`
i j are related

to the EFT coefficients in Eq. (1) by simple relations ex =
v2

L 2 cx. The only constraint on the contact terms imposed by

SU(2)L invariance are edLek
R

i j = euLek
R

i j = cQi jekk v2/L 2.
The dilepton invariant mass spectrum can be written as

(see Appendix A),

ds
dt

=

✓
ds
dt

◆

SM
⇥ Âq,`Lqq̄(t,µF)|Fq`(ts0)|2

Âq,`Lqq̄(t,µF)|FSM
q` (ts0)|2

, (4)

where t ⌘ m2
`+`�/s0 and

p
s0 is the proton-proton center

of mass energy. The sum is over the left- and right-handed
quarks and leptons as well as the quark flavours accessible
in the proton. Note that, since we are interested in the high-
energy tails (away from the Z pole), the universal higher-
order radiative QCD corrections factorise to a large extent.

SM

!4 TeV"!2!Q3ΓΑQ3"!L2ΓΑL2"
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Fig. 1 Rµ+µ�/e+e� as a function of the dilepton invariant mass m`+`�

for three new physics benchmark points. See text for details.

Therefore, consistently including those corrections in the
SM prediction is enough to achieve good theoretical accu-
racy. It is still useful to define the differential LFU ratio,

Rµ+µ�/e+e�(m``)⌘
dsµµ
dm``

/
dsee

dm``
=

=
Âq,µ Lqq̄(m2

``/s0,µF)|Fqµ(m2
``)|2

Âq,e Lqq̄(m2
``/s0,µF)|Fqe(m2

``)|2
,

(5)

which is a both theoretically and experimentally cleaner
observable. In fact, in the SM both QCD and electroweak
corrections are universal among muons and electrons, pre-
dicting RSM

µ+µ�/e+e�(m``) ' 1 with very high accuracy. As
an illustration, we show in Fig. 1 the predictions for this
observable at

p
s0 = 13 TeV, assuming new physics in three

benchmark operators. The parton luminosities used to de-
rive these predictions are discussed in the next chapter.

A goal of this work is to connect the high-pT dilepton
tails measurements with the recent experimental hints on
lepton flavour universality violation in rare semileptonic B
meson decays. The pattern of observed deviations can be
explained with a new physics contribution to a single four-
fermion bsµµ contact interaction. As discussed in more
details in Section 3, a good fit of the flavour anomalies
can be obtained with a left-handed chirality structure. For
this reason, when discussing the connection to flavour in
Section 3, we limit our attention to the (L̄L)(L̄L) oper-
ators with muons given in the first line of Eq. (1).1 For
this purpose, it is useful to rearrange the terms relevant to
p p ! µ+µ� as:2

L
eff �

CUµ
i j

v2 (ūi
Lgµ u j

L)(µ̄Lgµ µL)+
CDµ

i j

v2 (d̄i
Lgµ d j

L)(µ̄Lgµ µL) , (6)

1Note that similar conclusions apply also for solutions of the flavour
anomalies involving operators with different chirality structure.
2The down and up couplings are given by two orthogonal combina-
tions of the triplet and singlet operators in the first line of Eq. (1):
CD(U)µ

i j = v2/L 2(c(1)Qi jL22
± c(3)Qi jL22

).

R-ratios at high-pT ?

Lepton flavour universality tests

p

p
*SMEFT limits in the backup
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at both LEP-1 and LHC (see e.g. Ref. [13]). Also, such ef-
fects are not enhanced at high energies, scaling like ⇠ v2/L 2,
where v ' 246 GeV.

For these reasons we neglect them and focus on the
four-fermion interactions which comprise of four classes
depending on the chirality: (L̄L)(L̄L), (R̄R)(R̄R), (R̄R)(L̄L),
and (L̄L)(R̄R). In particular, the relevant set of operators is:

L
SMEFT �

c(3)Qi jLkl

L 2 (Q̄igµ saQ j)(L̄kgµ saLl)+
c(1)Qi jLkl

L 2 (Q̄igµ Q j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+

cui jekl

L 2 (ūigµ u j)(ēkgµ el)+
cdi jLkl

L 2 (d̄igµ d j)(ēkgµ el)+

cui jLkl

L 2 (ūigµ u j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+
cdi jLkl

L 2 (d̄igµ d j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+

cQi jekl

L 2 (Q̄igµ Q j)(ēkgµ el) (1)

where i, j,k, l are flavour indices, Qi =(V ⇤
jiu

j
L,d

i
L)

T and Li =

(n i
L,`

i
L)

T are the SM left-handed quark and lepton weak
doublets, while di, ui, ei are the right-handed singlets. V
is the CKM flavour mixing matrix and sa are the Pauli
matrices acting on SU(2)L space.

An equivalent classification of the possible contact in-
teractions can be obtained by studying directly the q q̄ !
`�`+ scattering amplitude:

A (qi
p1

q̄ j
p2
! `�p01

`+p02
) = i Â

qL,qR
Â
`L,`R

(q̄igµ q j) ( ¯̀gµ`) Fq`(p2) ,

(2)

where p ⌘ p1 + p2 = p01 + p02, and the form factor Fq`(p2)
can be expanded around the physical poles present in the
SM (photon and Z boson propagators), leading to

Fq`(p2) = d i j e2QqQ`

p2 +d i j gq
Zg`Z

p2 �m2
Z + imZGZ

+
eq`

i j

v2 . (3)

Here, Qq(`) is the quark (lepton) electric charge, while gq(`)
Z

is the corresponding coupling to Z boson: in the SM
g f

Z = 2mZ
v (T 3

f �Q f sin2 qW ). The contact terms eq`
i j are related

to the EFT coefficients in Eq. (1) by simple relations ex =
v2

L 2 cx. The only constraint on the contact terms imposed by

SU(2)L invariance are edLek
R

i j = euLek
R

i j = cQi jekk v2/L 2.
The dilepton invariant mass spectrum can be written as

(see Appendix A),

ds
dt

=

✓
ds
dt

◆

SM
⇥ Âq,`Lqq̄(t,µF)|Fq`(ts0)|2

Âq,`Lqq̄(t,µF)|FSM
q` (ts0)|2

, (4)

where t ⌘ m2
`+`�/s0 and

p
s0 is the proton-proton center

of mass energy. The sum is over the left- and right-handed
quarks and leptons as well as the quark flavours accessible
in the proton. Note that, since we are interested in the high-
energy tails (away from the Z pole), the universal higher-
order radiative QCD corrections factorise to a large extent.
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Fig. 1 Rµ+µ�/e+e� as a function of the dilepton invariant mass m`+`�

for three new physics benchmark points. See text for details.

Therefore, consistently including those corrections in the
SM prediction is enough to achieve good theoretical accu-
racy. It is still useful to define the differential LFU ratio,

Rµ+µ�/e+e�(m``)⌘
dsµµ
dm``

/
dsee

dm``
=

=
Âq,µ Lqq̄(m2

``/s0,µF)|Fqµ(m2
``)|2

Âq,e Lqq̄(m2
``/s0,µF)|Fqe(m2

``)|2
,

(5)

which is a both theoretically and experimentally cleaner
observable. In fact, in the SM both QCD and electroweak
corrections are universal among muons and electrons, pre-
dicting RSM

µ+µ�/e+e�(m``) ' 1 with very high accuracy. As
an illustration, we show in Fig. 1 the predictions for this
observable at

p
s0 = 13 TeV, assuming new physics in three

benchmark operators. The parton luminosities used to de-
rive these predictions are discussed in the next chapter.

A goal of this work is to connect the high-pT dilepton
tails measurements with the recent experimental hints on
lepton flavour universality violation in rare semileptonic B
meson decays. The pattern of observed deviations can be
explained with a new physics contribution to a single four-
fermion bsµµ contact interaction. As discussed in more
details in Section 3, a good fit of the flavour anomalies
can be obtained with a left-handed chirality structure. For
this reason, when discussing the connection to flavour in
Section 3, we limit our attention to the (L̄L)(L̄L) oper-
ators with muons given in the first line of Eq. (1).1 For
this purpose, it is useful to rearrange the terms relevant to
p p ! µ+µ� as:2

L
eff �

CUµ
i j

v2 (ūi
Lgµ u j

L)(µ̄Lgµ µL)+
CDµ

i j

v2 (d̄i
Lgµ d j

L)(µ̄Lgµ µL) , (6)

1Note that similar conclusions apply also for solutions of the flavour
anomalies involving operators with different chirality structure.
2The down and up couplings are given by two orthogonal combina-
tions of the triplet and singlet operators in the first line of Eq. (1):
CD(U)µ

i j = v2/L 2(c(1)Qi jL22
± c(3)Qi jL22

).
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scalar or tensor currents, expected to be suppressed by the68

light fermion Yukawa couplings), dimension-six operators69

can contribute to q q̄ → ℓ+ℓ− either by modifying the70

SM contributions due to the Z exchange or via local four-71

fermion interactions. The former class of deviations can be72

probed with high precision by on-shell Z production and73

decays at both LEP-1 and LHC (see e.g. Ref. [13]). Also,74

such effects are not enhanced at high energies, scaling like75

∼v2/"2, where v ≃246 GeV.76

For these reasons we neglect them and focus on the four-77

fermion interactions which comprise four classes depend-78

ing on the chirality: (L̄ L)(L̄ L), (R̄ R)(R̄ R), (R̄ R)(L̄ L) and79

(L̄ L)(R̄ R). In particular, the relevant set of operators is80

LSMEFT ⊃
c
(3)
Qi j Lkl

"2
(Q̄iγµσ a Q j )(L̄kγ

µσaLl)81

+
c
(1)
Qi j Lkl

"2
(Q̄iγµQ j )(L̄kγ

µLl)82

+
cu i j ekl

"2
(ū iγµu j )(ēkγ

µel) +
cdi j Lkl

"2
(d̄iγµd j )(ēkγ

µel)83

+
cu i j Lkl

"2
(ū iγµu j )(L̄kγ

µLl) +
cdi j Lkl

"2
(d̄iγµd j )(L̄kγ

µLl)84

+
cQi j ekl

"2
(Q̄iγµQ j )(ēkγ

µel) (1)85

where i, j, k, l are flavor indices, Qi = (V ∗
j i u

j
L , d i

L)T and86

Li = (νi
L , ℓi

L)T are the SM left-handed quark and lepton87

weak doublets and di , u i , ei are the right-handed singlets.88

V is the CKM flavor mixing matrix and σ a are the Pauli89

matrices acting on SU (2)L space.90

An equivalent classification of the possible contact inter-91

actions can be obtained by studying directly the q q̄ → ℓ−ℓ+
92

scattering amplitude:93

A(qi
p1

q̄
j
p2→ℓ−

p′
1
ℓ+

p′
2
)94

= i
!

qL ,qR

!

ℓL ,ℓR

(q̄iγ µq j ) (ℓ̄γµℓ) Fqℓ(p2), (2)95

where p ≡ p1 + p2 = p′
1 + p′

2, and the form factor Fqℓ(p2)96

can be expanded around the physical poles present in the SM97

(photon and Z boson propagators), leading to98

Fqℓ(p2) = δi j e2 Qq Qℓ

p2
+ δi j g

q
Z g ℓ

Z

p2 −m2
Z + im Z'Z

+
ϵ

qℓ
i j

v2
.99

(3)100

Here, Qq(ℓ) is the quark (lepton) electric charge and g
q(ℓ)
Z101

is the corresponding coupling to Z boson: in the SM g
f
Z =102

2m Z
v (T 3

f −Q f sin2 θW ). The contact terms ϵ
qℓ
i j are related to103

the EFT coefficients in Eq. (1) by simple relations ϵx = v2

"2 cx .104

The only constraint on the contact terms imposed by SU (2)L105

invariance are ϵ
dL ek

R
i j = ϵ

u L ek
R

i j = cQi j ekk v
2/"2.106

Fig. 1 Rµ+µ−/e+e− as a function of the dilepton invariant mass mℓ+ℓ−

for three new physics benchmark points. See text for details

The dilepton invariant mass spectrum can be written (see 107

Appendix A), 108

dσ

dτ
=

"

dσ

dτ

#

SM

×
$

q,ℓ Lqq̄(τ, µF )|Fqℓ(τ s0)|2
$

q,ℓ Lqq̄(τ, µF )|FSM
qℓ (τ s0)|2

, (4) 109

where τ ≡ m2
ℓ+ℓ−/s0 and

√
s0 is the proton–proton center 110

of mass energy. The sum is over the left- and right-handed 111

quarks and leptons as well as the quark flavors accessible 112

in the proton. Note that, since we are interested in the high- 113

energy tails (away from the Z pole), the universal higher- 114

order radiative QCD corrections factorize to a large extent. 115

Therefore, consistently including those corrections in the SM 116

prediction is enough to achieve good theoretical accuracy. It 117

is still useful to define the differential LFU ratio, 118

Rµ+µ−/e+e−(mℓℓ) ≡
dσµµ

dmℓℓ
/

dσee

dmℓℓ
119

=
$

q,µ Lqq̄(m2
ℓℓ/s0, µF )|Fqµ(m2

ℓℓ)|
2

$

q,e Lqq̄(m2
ℓℓ/s0, µF )|Fqe(m

2
ℓℓ)|2

, (5) 120

which is a both theoretically and experimentally cleaner 121

observable. In fact, in the SM both QCD and electroweak 122

corrections are universal among muons and electrons, pre- 123

dicting RSM
µ+µ−/e+e−(mℓℓ) ≃1 with very high accuracy. As 124

an illustration, in Fig. 1 we show the predictions for this 125

observable at
√

s0 = 13 TeV, assuming new physics in three 126

benchmark operators. The parton luminosities used to derive 127

these predictions are discussed in the next chapter. 128

A goal of this work is to connect the high-pT dilepton tails 129

measurements with the recent experimental hints on lepton- 130

flavor universality violation in rare semileptonic B meson 131

decays. The pattern of observed deviations can be explained 132

with a new physics contribution to a single four-fermion 133

bsµµ contact interaction. As discussed in more detail in 134

Sect. 3, a good fit of the flavor anomalies can be obtained 135

with a left-handed chirality structure. For this reason, when 136

123
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scalar or tensor currents, expected to be suppressed by the68

light fermion Yukawa couplings), dimension-six operators69

can contribute to q q̄ → ℓ+ℓ− either by modifying the70

SM contributions due to the Z exchange or via local four-71

fermion interactions. The former class of deviations can be72

probed with high precision by on-shell Z production and73

decays at both LEP-1 and LHC (see e.g. Ref. [13]). Also,74

such effects are not enhanced at high energies, scaling like75

∼v2/"2, where v ≃246 GeV.76

For these reasons we neglect them and focus on the four-77

fermion interactions which comprise four classes depend-78

ing on the chirality: (L̄ L)(L̄ L), (R̄ R)(R̄ R), (R̄ R)(L̄ L) and79

(L̄ L)(R̄ R). In particular, the relevant set of operators is80

LSMEFT ⊃
c
(3)
Qi j Lkl

"2
(Q̄iγµσ a Q j )(L̄kγ

µσaLl)81

+
c
(1)
Qi j Lkl

"2
(Q̄iγµQ j )(L̄kγ

µLl)82

+
cu i j ekl

"2
(ū iγµu j )(ēkγ

µel) +
cdi j Lkl

"2
(d̄iγµd j )(ēkγ

µel)83

+
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"2
(ū iγµu j )(L̄kγ

µLl) +
cdi j Lkl

"2
(d̄iγµd j )(L̄kγ

µLl)84

+
cQi j ekl

"2
(Q̄iγµQ j )(ēkγ

µel) (1)85

where i, j, k, l are flavor indices, Qi = (V ∗
j i u

j
L , d i

L)T and86

Li = (νi
L , ℓi

L)T are the SM left-handed quark and lepton87

weak doublets and di , u i , ei are the right-handed singlets.88

V is the CKM flavor mixing matrix and σ a are the Pauli89

matrices acting on SU (2)L space.90

An equivalent classification of the possible contact inter-91

actions can be obtained by studying directly the q q̄ → ℓ−ℓ+
92

scattering amplitude:93

A(qi
p1

q̄
j
p2→ℓ−

p′
1
ℓ+

p′
2
)94

= i
!

qL ,qR

!

ℓL ,ℓR

(q̄iγ µq j ) (ℓ̄γµℓ) Fqℓ(p2), (2)95

where p ≡ p1 + p2 = p′
1 + p′

2, and the form factor Fqℓ(p2)96

can be expanded around the physical poles present in the SM97

(photon and Z boson propagators), leading to98

Fqℓ(p2) = δi j e2 Qq Qℓ

p2
+ δi j g

q
Z g ℓ

Z

p2 −m2
Z + im Z'Z

+
ϵ

qℓ
i j

v2
.99

(3)100

Here, Qq(ℓ) is the quark (lepton) electric charge and g
q(ℓ)
Z101

is the corresponding coupling to Z boson: in the SM g
f
Z =102

2m Z
v (T 3

f −Q f sin2 θW ). The contact terms ϵ
qℓ
i j are related to103

the EFT coefficients in Eq. (1) by simple relations ϵx = v2

"2 cx .104

The only constraint on the contact terms imposed by SU (2)L105

invariance are ϵ
dL ek

R
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i j = cQi j ekk v
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Fig. 1 Rµ+µ−/e+e− as a function of the dilepton invariant mass mℓ+ℓ−

for three new physics benchmark points. See text for details

The dilepton invariant mass spectrum can be written (see 107

Appendix A), 108

dσ

dτ
=

"

dσ

dτ

#

SM

×
$

q,ℓ Lqq̄(τ, µF )|Fqℓ(τ s0)|2
$

q,ℓ Lqq̄(τ, µF )|FSM
qℓ (τ s0)|2

, (4) 109

where τ ≡ m2
ℓ+ℓ−/s0 and

√
s0 is the proton–proton center 110

of mass energy. The sum is over the left- and right-handed 111

quarks and leptons as well as the quark flavors accessible 112

in the proton. Note that, since we are interested in the high- 113

energy tails (away from the Z pole), the universal higher- 114

order radiative QCD corrections factorize to a large extent. 115

Therefore, consistently including those corrections in the SM 116

prediction is enough to achieve good theoretical accuracy. It 117

is still useful to define the differential LFU ratio, 118

Rµ+µ−/e+e−(mℓℓ) ≡
dσµµ

dmℓℓ
/

dσee

dmℓℓ
119

=
$

q,µ Lqq̄(m2
ℓℓ/s0, µF )|Fqµ(m2

ℓℓ)|
2

$

q,e Lqq̄(m2
ℓℓ/s0, µF )|Fqe(m

2
ℓℓ)|2

, (5) 120

which is a both theoretically and experimentally cleaner 121

observable. In fact, in the SM both QCD and electroweak 122

corrections are universal among muons and electrons, pre- 123

dicting RSM
µ+µ−/e+e−(mℓℓ) ≃1 with very high accuracy. As 124

an illustration, in Fig. 1 we show the predictions for this 125

observable at
√

s0 = 13 TeV, assuming new physics in three 126

benchmark operators. The parton luminosities used to derive 127

these predictions are discussed in the next chapter. 128

A goal of this work is to connect the high-pT dilepton tails 129

measurements with the recent experimental hints on lepton- 130

flavor universality violation in rare semileptonic B meson 131

decays. The pattern of observed deviations can be explained 132

with a new physics contribution to a single four-fermion 133

bsµµ contact interaction. As discussed in more detail in 134

Sect. 3, a good fit of the flavor anomalies can be obtained 135

with a left-handed chirality structure. For this reason, when 136
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7 B-anomalies

2

at both LEP-1 and LHC (see e.g. Ref. [13]). Also, such ef-
fects are not enhanced at high energies, scaling like ⇠ v2/L 2,
where v ' 246 GeV.

For these reasons we neglect them and focus on the
four-fermion interactions which comprise of four classes
depending on the chirality: (L̄L)(L̄L), (R̄R)(R̄R), (R̄R)(L̄L),
and (L̄L)(R̄R). In particular, the relevant set of operators is:

L
SMEFT �

c(3)Qi jLkl

L 2 (Q̄igµ saQ j)(L̄kgµ saLl)+
c(1)Qi jLkl

L 2 (Q̄igµ Q j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+

cui jekl

L 2 (ūigµ u j)(ēkgµ el)+
cdi jLkl

L 2 (d̄igµ d j)(ēkgµ el)+

cui jLkl

L 2 (ūigµ u j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+
cdi jLkl

L 2 (d̄igµ d j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+

cQi jekl

L 2 (Q̄igµ Q j)(ēkgµ el) (1)

where i, j,k, l are flavour indices, Qi =(V ⇤
jiu

j
L,d

i
L)

T and Li =

(n i
L,`

i
L)

T are the SM left-handed quark and lepton weak
doublets, while di, ui, ei are the right-handed singlets. V
is the CKM flavour mixing matrix and sa are the Pauli
matrices acting on SU(2)L space.

An equivalent classification of the possible contact in-
teractions can be obtained by studying directly the q q̄ !
`�`+ scattering amplitude:

A (qi
p1

q̄ j
p2
! `�p01

`+p02
) = i Â

qL,qR
Â
`L,`R

(q̄igµ q j) ( ¯̀gµ`) Fq`(p2) ,

(2)

where p ⌘ p1 + p2 = p01 + p02, and the form factor Fq`(p2)
can be expanded around the physical poles present in the
SM (photon and Z boson propagators), leading to

Fq`(p2) = d i j e2QqQ`

p2 +d i j gq
Zg`Z

p2 �m2
Z + imZGZ

+
eq`

i j

v2 . (3)

Here, Qq(`) is the quark (lepton) electric charge, while gq(`)
Z

is the corresponding coupling to Z boson: in the SM
g f

Z = 2mZ
v (T 3

f �Q f sin2 qW ). The contact terms eq`
i j are related

to the EFT coefficients in Eq. (1) by simple relations ex =
v2

L 2 cx. The only constraint on the contact terms imposed by

SU(2)L invariance are edLek
R

i j = euLek
R

i j = cQi jekk v2/L 2.
The dilepton invariant mass spectrum can be written as

(see Appendix A),

ds
dt

=

✓
ds
dt

◆

SM
⇥ Âq,`Lqq̄(t,µF)|Fq`(ts0)|2

Âq,`Lqq̄(t,µF)|FSM
q` (ts0)|2

, (4)

where t ⌘ m2
`+`�/s0 and

p
s0 is the proton-proton center

of mass energy. The sum is over the left- and right-handed
quarks and leptons as well as the quark flavours accessible
in the proton. Note that, since we are interested in the high-
energy tails (away from the Z pole), the universal higher-
order radiative QCD corrections factorise to a large extent.
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Fig. 1 Rµ+µ�/e+e� as a function of the dilepton invariant mass m`+`�

for three new physics benchmark points. See text for details.

Therefore, consistently including those corrections in the
SM prediction is enough to achieve good theoretical accu-
racy. It is still useful to define the differential LFU ratio,

Rµ+µ�/e+e�(m``)⌘
dsµµ
dm``

/
dsee

dm``
=

=
Âq,µ Lqq̄(m2

``/s0,µF)|Fqµ(m2
``)|2

Âq,e Lqq̄(m2
``/s0,µF)|Fqe(m2

``)|2
,

(5)

which is a both theoretically and experimentally cleaner
observable. In fact, in the SM both QCD and electroweak
corrections are universal among muons and electrons, pre-
dicting RSM

µ+µ�/e+e�(m``) ' 1 with very high accuracy. As
an illustration, we show in Fig. 1 the predictions for this
observable at

p
s0 = 13 TeV, assuming new physics in three

benchmark operators. The parton luminosities used to de-
rive these predictions are discussed in the next chapter.

A goal of this work is to connect the high-pT dilepton
tails measurements with the recent experimental hints on
lepton flavour universality violation in rare semileptonic B
meson decays. The pattern of observed deviations can be
explained with a new physics contribution to a single four-
fermion bsµµ contact interaction. As discussed in more
details in Section 3, a good fit of the flavour anomalies
can be obtained with a left-handed chirality structure. For
this reason, when discussing the connection to flavour in
Section 3, we limit our attention to the (L̄L)(L̄L) oper-
ators with muons given in the first line of Eq. (1).1 For
this purpose, it is useful to rearrange the terms relevant to
p p ! µ+µ� as:2

L
eff �

CUµ
i j

v2 (ūi
Lgµ u j

L)(µ̄Lgµ µL)+
CDµ

i j

v2 (d̄i
Lgµ d j

L)(µ̄Lgµ µL) , (6)

1Note that similar conclusions apply also for solutions of the flavour
anomalies involving operators with different chirality structure.
2The down and up couplings are given by two orthogonal combina-
tions of the triplet and singlet operators in the first line of Eq. (1):
CD(U)µ

i j = v2/L 2(c(1)Qi jL22
± c(3)Qi jL22
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scalar or tensor currents, expected to be suppressed by the68

light fermion Yukawa couplings), dimension-six operators69

can contribute to q q̄ → ℓ+ℓ− either by modifying the70

SM contributions due to the Z exchange or via local four-71

fermion interactions. The former class of deviations can be72

probed with high precision by on-shell Z production and73

decays at both LEP-1 and LHC (see e.g. Ref. [13]). Also,74

such effects are not enhanced at high energies, scaling like75

∼v2/"2, where v ≃246 GeV.76

For these reasons we neglect them and focus on the four-77

fermion interactions which comprise four classes depend-78

ing on the chirality: (L̄ L)(L̄ L), (R̄ R)(R̄ R), (R̄ R)(L̄ L) and79

(L̄ L)(R̄ R). In particular, the relevant set of operators is80

LSMEFT ⊃
c
(3)
Qi j Lkl

"2
(Q̄iγµσ a Q j )(L̄kγ

µσaLl)81

+
c
(1)
Qi j Lkl

"2
(Q̄iγµQ j )(L̄kγ

µLl)82

+
cu i j ekl

"2
(ū iγµu j )(ēkγ

µel) +
cdi j Lkl

"2
(d̄iγµd j )(ēkγ

µel)83

+
cu i j Lkl

"2
(ū iγµu j )(L̄kγ

µLl) +
cdi j Lkl

"2
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in the proton. Note that, since we are interested in the high- 113
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which is a both theoretically and experimentally cleaner 121

observable. In fact, in the SM both QCD and electroweak 122

corrections are universal among muons and electrons, pre- 123

dicting RSM
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an illustration, in Fig. 1 we show the predictions for this 125

observable at
√

s0 = 13 TeV, assuming new physics in three 126

benchmark operators. The parton luminosities used to derive 127

these predictions are discussed in the next chapter. 128

A goal of this work is to connect the high-pT dilepton tails 129

measurements with the recent experimental hints on lepton- 130

flavor universality violation in rare semileptonic B meson 131

decays. The pattern of observed deviations can be explained 132
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with a left-handed chirality structure. For this reason, when 136
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6

predicted from U(2) symmetry, lbs ⇠Vts, with high lumi-
nosity an interesting region will be probed. For example,
in the U(2) flavour models of Ref. [29,33,34,57] a small
value of lbs is necessary in order to pass the bounds from
B� B̄ mixing.

3) Single-operator benchmarks:
It is illustrative to show the limits on l q

bs when only one
flavour-diagonal coefficient Cqµ is non-vanishing, while fit-
ting at the same time DCµ

9 in Eq. (10). The expected 2s
limits with 36.1 fb�1 (3000 fb�1) are:

l u
bs > 0.072 (0.77), l u

bs <�0.097 (�0.76) ,

l d
bs > 0.049 (0.36), l d

bs <�0.032 (�0.34) ,
l s

bs > 0.007 (0.04), l s
bs <�0.004 (�0.03) ,

l c
bs > 0.003 (0.02), l c

bs <�0.004 (�0.02) ,

l b
bs > 0.002 (0.01), l b

bs <�0.002 (�0.006) .

(16)

3.2 Model examples

Let us briefly speculate about the UV scenarios capable of
explaining the observed pattern of deviations in the rare B
meson decays. For our EFT approach to be valid, we focus
on models with new resonances beyond the kinematical
reach for threshold production at the LHC. In such models,
the effective operators in Eq. (1) are presumably generated
at the tree level.4 We focus here on the single mediator
models in which the required effect is obtained by inte-
grating out a single resonance. These include either an ex-
tra Z0 bosons [29,33,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,
49,50,51,52] or a leptoquark [53,54,55,56,57,58,28,59,
60,61,62] (for a recent review on leptoquarks see [63]).

We note that a full set of single mediator models with
tree-level matching to the vector triplet (c(3)Qi jLkl

) or singlet

(c(1)Qi jLkl
) operators, consists of: color-singlet vectors Z0

µ ⇠
(1,1,0) and W 0

µ ⇠ (1,3,0), color-triplet scalar S3 ⇠ (3̄,3,1/3),
and vectors U µ

1 ⇠ (3,1,2/3), U µ
3 ⇠ (3,3,2/3), in the no-

tation of Ref. [63]. The quantum numbers in brackets indi-
cate color, weak, and hypercharge representations, respec-
tively.

Z0 and W 0 models: A color-singlet vector resonance
gives rise to an s-channel resonant contribution to the dilep-
ton invariant mass distributions if MZ0 is kinematically ac-
cessible. Otherwise, the deviation in the tails is described
well by the dimension-six operators in Eq. (1) with L =
MV and

c(3)Qi jLkl
=�g(3),i j

Q g(3),kl
L , c(1)Qi jLkl

=�g(1),i j
Q g(1),kl

L , (17)

4Note that including a loop suppression factor of ⇠ 1
16p2 , the fit of

the flavour anomalies in Eq. (10) points to a scale L ⇡ 2.6+0.2
�0.3 TeV

(see for example models proposed in Refs. [35,36,37]).

Fig. 5 Limits on the Z0 MFV model from pp ! µ+µ�. See text for
details.

obtained after integrating out the heavy vectors with inter-
actions L � Z0

µ Jµ +W 0a
µ Ja

µ , where

Jµ = g(1),i j
Q (Q̄igµ Q j)+g(1),kl

L (L̄kgµ Ll) ,

Ja
µ = g(3),i j

Q (Q̄igµ saQ j)+g(3),kl
L (L̄kgµ saLl) .

(18)

A quark flavour-violating g(x),23
Q coupling and g(x),22

L are
required to explain the flavour anomalies, while the limits
from pp ! µ+µ� reported in Table 1, can easily be trans-
lated to the flavour-diagonal couplings and mass combina-
tions.

For example, assuming a singlet Z0 with g1,i j
Q = g1,i j

L =

d i jg⇤ and MFV structure (g(1),23
Q =Vtsg⇤) we derive limits

on g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data
directly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].

Related to the above analysis, let us comment on the
model recently proposed in Ref. [52]. An anomaly-free
horizontal gauge symmetry is introduced, with a correspond-
ing gauge field (Z0

h) having MFV-like couplings in the quark

5The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
u,d,s,c,b, t,µ,nµ via Eq. (18), i.e. GZ0/MZ0 = 5g2

⇤/(6p).
6See Ref. [9] for a more detailed discussion on the EFT validity in
high-pT dilepton tails.
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For example, assuming a Z0 with g(1),iiQ = g(1),iiL = g⇤

and MFV structure (g(1),23
Q =Vtsg⇤), as dictated by neutral

meson oscillation constraints, we derive limits on g⇤ as a
function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data directly in
the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The results are
shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are shown with
solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown with dashed-
blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4 � 5 TeV the lim-
its in the two approaches agree well, while for the lower
masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6 On
top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].

5The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
u,d,s,c,b, t,µ,nµ via Eq. (18), i.e. GZ0/MZ0 = 5g2

⇤/(6p).
6See Ref. [9] for a more detailed discussion on the EFT validity in
high-pT dilepton tails.
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predicted from U(2) symmetry, lbs ⇠Vts, with high lumi-
nosity an interesting region will be probed. For example,
in the U(2) flavour models of Ref. [29,33,34,57] a small
value of lbs is necessary in order to pass the bounds from
B� B̄ mixing.

3) Single-operator benchmarks:
It is illustrative to show the limits on l q

bs when only one
flavour-diagonal coefficient Cqµ is non-vanishing, while fit-
ting at the same time DCµ

9 in Eq. (10). The expected 2s
limits with 36.1 fb�1 (3000 fb�1) are:
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3.2 Model examples

Let us briefly speculate about the UV scenarios capable of
explaining the observed pattern of deviations in the rare B
meson decays. For our EFT approach to be valid, we focus
on models with new resonances beyond the kinematical
reach for threshold production at the LHC. In such models,
the effective operators in Eq. (1) are presumably generated
at the tree level.4 We focus here on the single mediator
models in which the required effect is obtained by inte-
grating out a single resonance. These include either an ex-
tra Z0 bosons [29,33,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,
49,50,51,52] or a leptoquark [53,54,55,56,57,58,28,59,
60,61,62] (for a recent review on leptoquarks see [63]).

We note that a full set of single mediator models with
tree-level matching to the vector triplet (c(3)Qi jLkl

) or singlet

(c(1)Qi jLkl
) operators, consists of: color-singlet vectors Z0

µ ⇠
(1,1,0) and W 0

µ ⇠ (1,3,0), color-triplet scalar S3 ⇠ (3̄,3,1/3),
and vectors U µ

1 ⇠ (3,1,2/3), U µ
3 ⇠ (3,3,2/3), in the no-

tation of Ref. [63]. The quantum numbers in brackets indi-
cate color, weak, and hypercharge representations, respec-
tively.

Z0 and W 0 models: A color-singlet vector resonance
gives rise to an s-channel resonant contribution to the dilep-
ton invariant mass distributions if MZ0 is kinematically ac-
cessible. Otherwise, the deviation in the tails is described
well by the dimension-six operators in Eq. (1) with L =
MV and

c(3)Qi jLkl
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4Note that including a loop suppression factor of ⇠ 1
16p2 , the fit of

the flavour anomalies in Eq. (10) points to a scale L ⇡ 2.6+0.2
�0.3 TeV

(see for example models proposed in Refs. [35,36,37]).

Fig. 5 Limits on the Z0 MFV model from pp ! µ+µ�. See text for
details.
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L are
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from pp ! µ+µ� reported in Table 1, can easily be trans-
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tions. g(1),iiQ = g⇤
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L = g⇤ For example, assuming a Z0 with g(1),iiQ =
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L = g⇤ and MFV structure (g(1),23

Q =Vtsg⇤), as dictated
by neutral meson oscillation constraints, we derive limits
on g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data
directly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].
5The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
u,d,s,c,b, t,µ,nµ via Eq. (18), i.e. GZ0/MZ0 = 5g2

⇤/(6p).
6See Ref. [9] for a more detailed discussion on the EFT validity in
high-pT dilepton tails.
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on g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data
directly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
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L are
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Q =Vtsg⇤), as dictated
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on g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data
directly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
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shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
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Q coupling and g(x),22

L are
required to explain the flavour anomalies, while the limits
from pp ! µ+µ� reported in Table 1, can easily be trans-
lated to the flavour-diagonal couplings and mass combina-
tions.

For example, assuming a singlet Z0 with g1,i j
Q = g1,i j

L =

d i jg⇤ and MFV structure (g(1),23
Q =Vtsg⇤) we derive limits

on g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data
directly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].
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5The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
u,d,s,c,b, t,µ,nµ via Eq. (18), i.e. GZ0/MZ0 = 5g2

⇤/(6p).
6See Ref. [9] for a more detailed discussion on the EFT validity in
high-pT dilepton tails.
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from pp ! µ+µ� reported in Table 1, can easily be trans-
lated to the flavour-diagonal couplings and mass combina-
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L =
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Q =Vtsg⇤) we derive limits

on g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data
directly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].
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in the U(2) flavour models of Ref. [29,33,34,57] a small
value of lbs is necessary in order to pass the bounds from
B� B̄ mixing.
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It is illustrative to show the limits on l q

bs when only one
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ting at the same time DCµ

9 in Eq. (10). The expected 2s
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3.2 Model examples

Let us briefly speculate about the UV scenarios capable of
explaining the observed pattern of deviations in the rare B
meson decays. For our EFT approach to be valid, we focus
on models with new resonances beyond the kinematical
reach for threshold production at the LHC. In such models,
the effective operators in Eq. (1) are presumably generated
at the tree level.4 We focus here on the single mediator
models in which the required effect is obtained by inte-
grating out a single resonance. These include either an ex-
tra Z0 bosons [29,33,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,
49,50,51,52] or a leptoquark [53,54,55,56,57,58,28,59,
60,61,62] (for a recent review on leptoquarks see [63]).
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) operators, consists of: color-singlet vectors Z0
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(1,1,0) and W 0

µ ⇠ (1,3,0), color-triplet scalar S3 ⇠ (3̄,3,1/3),
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1 ⇠ (3,1,2/3), U µ
3 ⇠ (3,3,2/3), in the no-

tation of Ref. [63]. The quantum numbers in brackets indi-
cate color, weak, and hypercharge representations, respec-
tively.

Z0 and W 0 models: A color-singlet vector resonance
gives rise to an s-channel resonant contribution to the dilep-
ton invariant mass distributions if MZ0 is kinematically ac-
cessible. Otherwise, the deviation in the tails is described
well by the dimension-six operators in Eq. (1) with L =
MV and
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indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
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5The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
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by neutral meson oscillation constraints, we derive limits
on g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data
directly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].
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Q =Vtsg⇤), as dictated
by neutral meson oscillation constraints, we derive limits
on g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data
directly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
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u,d,s,c,b, t,µ,nµ via Eq. (18), i.e. GZ0/MZ0 ⇡ 5g2
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MV and
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on g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data
directly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
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Upper limits on the cross-section times branching ratio (�B) for Z0 bosons are presented in Fig. 4. The
observed and expected lower pole mass limits for various Z0 scenarios are summarised in Table 5. The
upper limits on �B for Z0 bosons start to weaken above a pole mass of ⇠ 3.5 TeV. This is mainly due to
the combined e↵ect of a rapidly-falling signal cross-section as the kinematic limit is approached, with an
increasing proportion of the signal being produced o↵-shell in the low-mass tail, and the natural width of
the resonance. The e↵ect is more pronounced in the dimuon channel due to worse mass resolution than
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Figure 4: Upper 95% CL limits on the Z0 production cross-section times branching ratio to two leptons of a single
flavour as a function of Z0 pole mass (MZ 0 ). Results are shown for the combined dilepton channel. The signal theory
predictions are calculated with Pythia 8 using the NNPDF23LO PDF set [37], and corrected to next-to-next-to-
leading order in QCD using VRAP [29] and the CT14NNLO PDF set [30]. The signal theoretical uncertainties are
shown as a band on the Z0

SSM theory line for illustration purposes, but are not included in the �B limit calculation.

Table 5: Observed and expected 95% CL lower mass limits for various Z0 gauge boson models, quoted to the
nearest 100 GeV. The widths are quoted as a percentage of the resonance mass.

Model Width [%] ✓E6 [Rad]
Lower limits on mZ 0 [TeV]

ee µµ ``
Obs Exp Obs Exp Obs Exp

Z0
SSM 3.0 - 4.3 4.3 4.0 3.9 4.5 4.5
Z0
� 1.2 0.50 ⇡ 3.9 3.9 3.6 3.6 4.1 4.0

Z0
S 1.2 0.63 ⇡ 3.9 3.8 3.6 3.5 4.0 4.0

Z0
I 1.1 0.71 ⇡ 3.8 3.8 3.5 3.4 4.0 3.9

Z0
⌘ 0.6 0.21 ⇡ 3.7 3.7 3.4 3.3 3.9 3.8

Z0
N 0.6 -0.08 ⇡ 3.6 3.6 3.4 3.3 3.8 3.8

Z0
 0.5 0 ⇡ 3.6 3.6 3.3 3.2 3.8 3.7
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value of lbs is necessary in order to pass the bounds from
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3.2 Model examples

Let us briefly speculate about the UV scenarios capable of
explaining the observed pattern of deviations in the rare B
meson decays. For our EFT approach to be valid, we focus
on models with new resonances beyond the kinematical
reach for threshold production at the LHC. In such models,
the effective operators in Eq. (1) are presumably generated
at the tree level.4 We focus here on the single mediator
models in which the required effect is obtained by inte-
grating out a single resonance. These include either an ex-
tra Z0 bosons [29,33,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,
49,50,51,52] or a leptoquark [53,54,55,56,57,58,28,59,
60,61,62] (for a recent review on leptoquarks see [63]).
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3 ⇠ (3,3,2/3), in the no-

tation of Ref. [63]. The quantum numbers in brackets indi-
cate color, weak, and hypercharge representations, respec-
tively.

Z0 and W 0 models: A color-singlet vector resonance
gives rise to an s-channel resonant contribution to the dilep-
ton invariant mass distributions if MZ0 is kinematically ac-
cessible. Otherwise, the deviation in the tails is described
well by the dimension-six operators in Eq. (1) with L =
MV and

c(3)Qi jLkl
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Q g(3),kl
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4Note that including a loop suppression factor of ⇠ 1
16p2 , the fit of

the flavour anomalies in Eq. (10) points to a scale L ⇡ 2.6+0.2
�0.3 TeV

(see for example models proposed in Refs. [35,36,37]).

Fig. 5 Limits on the Z0 MFV model from pp ! µ+µ�. See text for
details.

obtained after integrating out the heavy vectors with inter-
actions L � Z0

µ Jµ +W 0a
µ Ja

µ , where

Jµ = g(1),i j
Q (Q̄igµ Q j)+g(1),kl

L (L̄kgµ Ll) ,

Ja
µ = g(3),i j

Q (Q̄igµ saQ j)+g(3),kl
L (L̄kgµ saLl) .

(18)

A quark flavour-violating g(x),23
Q coupling and g(x),22

L are
required to explain the flavour anomalies, while the limits
from pp ! µ+µ� reported in Table 1, can easily be trans-
lated to the flavour-diagonal couplings and mass combina-
tions.

For example, assuming a singlet Z0 with g1,i j
Q = g1,i j

L =

d i jg⇤ and MFV structure (g(1),23
Q =Vtsg⇤) we derive limits

on g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data
directly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].

Related to the above analysis, let us comment on the
model recently proposed in Ref. [52]. An anomaly-free
horizontal gauge symmetry is introduced, with a correspond-
ing gauge field (Z0

h) having MFV-like couplings in the quark

5The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
u,d,s,c,b, t,µ,nµ via Eq. (18), i.e. GZ0/MZ0 = 5g2

⇤/(6p).
6See Ref. [9] for a more detailed discussion on the EFT validity in
high-pT dilepton tails.
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It is illustrative to show the limits on l q
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3.2 Model examples

Let us briefly speculate about the UV scenarios capable of
explaining the observed pattern of deviations in the rare B
meson decays. For our EFT approach to be valid, we focus
on models with new resonances beyond the kinematical
reach for threshold production at the LHC. In such models,
the effective operators in Eq. (1) are presumably generated
at the tree level.4 We focus here on the single mediator
models in which the required effect is obtained by inte-
grating out a single resonance. These include either an ex-
tra Z0 bosons [29,33,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,
49,50,51,52] or a leptoquark [53,54,55,56,57,58,28,59,
60,61,62] (for a recent review on leptoquarks see [63]).

We note that a full set of single mediator models with
tree-level matching to the vector triplet (c(3)Qi jLkl
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) operators, consists of: color-singlet vectors Z0
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µ ⇠ (1,3,0), color-triplet scalar S3 ⇠ (3̄,3,1/3),
and vectors U µ

1 ⇠ (3,1,2/3), U µ
3 ⇠ (3,3,2/3), in the no-

tation of Ref. [63]. The quantum numbers in brackets indi-
cate color, weak, and hypercharge representations, respec-
tively.

Z0 and W 0 models: A color-singlet vector resonance
gives rise to an s-channel resonant contribution to the dilep-
ton invariant mass distributions if MZ0 is kinematically ac-
cessible. Otherwise, the deviation in the tails is described
well by the dimension-six operators in Eq. (1) with L =
MV and

c(3)Qi jLkl
=�g(3),i j

Q g(3),kl
L , c(1)Qi jLkl

=�g(1),i j
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4Note that including a loop suppression factor of ⇠ 1
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the flavour anomalies in Eq. (10) points to a scale L ⇡ 2.6+0.2
�0.3 TeV

(see for example models proposed in Refs. [35,36,37]).
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A quark flavour-violating g(x),23
Q coupling and g(x),22

L are
required to explain the flavour anomalies, while the limits
from pp ! µ+µ� reported in Table 1, can easily be trans-
lated to the flavour-diagonal couplings and mass combina-
tions.

For example, assuming a Z0 with g(1),iiQ = g(1),iiL = g⇤
and MFV structure (g(1),23

Q = Vtsg⇤) we derive limits on
g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data di-
rectly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].

Related to the above analysis, let us comment on the
model recently proposed in Ref. [52]. An anomaly-free
horizontal gauge symmetry is introduced, with a correspond-
ing gauge field (Z0

h) having MFV-like couplings in the quark

5The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
u,d,s,c,b, t,µ,nµ via Eq. (18), i.e. GZ0/MZ0 = 5g2

⇤/(6p).
6See Ref. [9] for a more detailed discussion on the EFT validity in
high-pT dilepton tails.
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For example, assuming a Z0 with g(1),iiQ = g(1),iiL = g⇤
and MFV structure (g(1),23

Q = Vtsg⇤) we derive limits on
g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data di-
rectly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].

Related to the above analysis, let us comment on the
model recently proposed in Ref. [52]. An anomaly-free
horizontal gauge symmetry is introduced, with a correspond-
ing gauge field (Z0

h) having MFV-like couplings in the quark
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Q = Vtsg⇤) we derive limits on
g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data di-
rectly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].

Related to the above analysis, let us comment on the
model recently proposed in Ref. [52]. An anomaly-free
horizontal gauge symmetry is introduced, with a correspond-
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L are
required to explain the flavour anomalies, while the limits
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g(1),22
L = g⇤ For example, assuming a Z0 with g(1),iiQ =

g(1),22
L = g⇤ and MFV structure (g(1),23

Q =Vtsg⇤), as dictated
by neutral meson oscillation constraints, we derive limits
on g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data
directly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the

5The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
u,d,s,c,b, t,µ,nµ via Eq. (18), i.e. GZ0/MZ0 ⇡ 5g2

⇤/(6p).

Figure 2: Left: Prediction for �Cµ
9 = ��Cµ

10 (following from Rµe
K(⇤)) and R⌧`

D(⇤) for a randomly
chosen set of points within the 1� preferred region of the EFT fit: the blue points are obtained setting
|�q

sb| < 5|Vcb|, while the green points are obtained setting the tighter condition |�q
sb| < 2|Vcb| in the fit.

The red cross denotes the 1� experimental constraint. Right: expectations for B(B ! K(⇤)⌫⌫̄) and
B(B ! K(⇤)⌧ ⌧̄) within the 1� preferred values of the EFT fit, again for �q

sb < 5Vcb (blue) and �q
sb < 2Vcb

(green).

the context of an explicit vector leptoquark model in Section 3.1. Another constraint on the
size of CS,T comes from the study of perturbative unitarity in 2 ! 2 scattering processes [45].
Similarly to the one from direct searches, this bound is relevant for small �q

bs
and large CS,T ,

while it is easily satisfied in the region chosen by our EFT fit.
As far as other low-energy observables are concerned, the most problematic constraint is

the one following from meson-antimeson mixing. On the one hand, given the symmetry and
symmetry-breaking structure of the theory, we expect the underlying model to generate an
e↵ective interaction of the type

�L(�B=2) = CNP
0

(V ⇤
tb
Vti)2

32⇡2v2
�
b̄L�µd

i

L

�2
, CNP

0 = O(1)⇥
32⇡2v2

⇤2
0

����
�q

sb

Vcb

����
2

. (6)

The preferred values of ⇤0 and �q

sb
from the EFT fit yield CNP

0 = O(100), while the experimental
constraints on�MBs,d require C

NP
0 to be at mostO(10%). This problem poses a serious challenge

to all models where�F = 2 e↵ective operators are generated without some additional dynamical
suppression compared to the semi-leptonic ones. A notable case where such suppression does
occur are models with LQ mediators, where �F = 2 amplitudes are generated only beyond the
tree level.

An alternative to avoid the problem posed by �F = 2 constraints is to abandon the large �q

sb

scenario preferred by the EFT fit, and assume |�q

sb
| . 0.1⇥ |Vcb|. In this limit the contribution to

(down-type)�F = 2 amplitudes is suppressed also in presence of tree-level amplitudes. However,
in order to cure the problem of the EFT fit, in this case one needs additional contributions to
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3.2 Model examples

Let us briefly speculate about the UV scenarios capable of
explaining the observed pattern of deviations in the rare B
meson decays. For our EFT approach to be valid, we focus
on models with new resonances beyond the kinematical
reach for threshold production at the LHC. In such models,
the effective operators in Eq. (1) are presumably generated
at the tree level.3 We focus here on the single mediator
models in which the required effect is obtained by inte-
grating out a single resonance. These include either an ex-
tra Z0 bosons [28,32,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,
48,49] or a leptoquark [50,51,52,53,54,55,27,56,57,58]
(for a recent review on leptoquarks see [59]).

We note that a full set of single mediator models with
tree-level matching to the vector triplet (c(3)Qi jLkl
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(c(1)Qi jLkl
) operators, consists of: color-singlet vectors Z0

µ ⇠
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µ ⇠ (1,3,0), color-triplet scalar S3 ⇠ (3̄,3,1/3),
and vectors U µ

1 ⇠ (3,1,2/3), U µ
3 ⇠ (3,3,2/3), in the no-

tation of Ref. [59]. The quantum numbers in brackets indi-
cate color, weak, and hypercharge representations, respec-
tively.

Z0 and W 0 models: A color-singlet vector resonance
gives rise to an s-channel resonant contribution to the dilep-
ton invariant mass distributions if MZ0 is kinematically ac-
cessible. Otherwise, the deviation in the tails is described
well by the dimension-six operators in Eq. (1) with L =
MV and

c(3)Qi jLkl
=�g(3),i j

Q g(3),kl
L , c(1)Qi jLkl

=�g(1),i j
Q g(1),kl

L , (17)

3Note that including a loop suppression factor of ⇠ 1
16p2 , the fit of

the flavour anomalies in Eq. (10) points to a scale L ⇡ 2.6+0.2
�0.3 TeV

(see for example models proposed in Refs. [34,35,36]).
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A quark flavour-violating g(x),23
Q coupling and g(x),22

L are
required to explain the flavour anomalies, while the limits
from pp ! µ+µ� reported in Table 1, can easily be trans-
lated to the flavour-diagonal couplings and mass combina-
tions.

For example, assuming a singlet Z0 with g1,i j
Q = g1,i j

L =

d i jg⇤ and MFV structure (g(1),23
Q =Vtsg⇤) we derive limits

on g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data
directly in the full model,4 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.5

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. Red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].

Related to the above analysis, let us comment on the
model recently proposed in Ref. [49]. An anomaly-free
horizontal gauge symmetry is introduced, with a correspond-
ing gauge field (Z0

h) having MFV-like couplings in the quark
sector. Fig. 1 of Ref. [49] shows the preferred region from
DCµ

9 in the mass versus coupling plane, as well as the con-
straint from the Z0 resonance search (from the same exper-
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L � yLL
3i jQ̄

c,i
L is2saL j

LSa
3 + xLL

3i jQ̄
i
Lgµ saL j

LUa
3,µ

+ xLL
1i jQ̄

i
Lgµ L j

LU1,µ +h.c. ,
(19)

4The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
u,d,s,c,b, t,µ,nµ via Eq. (18), i.e. GZ0/MZ0 = 5g2

⇤/(6p).
5See Ref. [9] for a more detailed discussion on the EFT validity in
high-pT dilepton tails.
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nosity an interesting region will be probed. For example,
in the U(2) flavour models of Ref. [29,33,34,57] a small
value of lbs is necessary in order to pass the bounds from
B� B̄ mixing.

3) Single-operator benchmarks:
It is illustrative to show the limits on l q

bs when only one
flavour-diagonal coefficient Cqµ is non-vanishing, while fit-
ting at the same time DCµ

9 in Eq. (10). The expected 2s
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3.2 Model examples

Let us briefly speculate about the UV scenarios capable of
explaining the observed pattern of deviations in the rare B
meson decays. For our EFT approach to be valid, we focus
on models with new resonances beyond the kinematical
reach for threshold production at the LHC. In such models,
the effective operators in Eq. (1) are presumably generated
at the tree level.4 We focus here on the single mediator
models in which the required effect is obtained by inte-
grating out a single resonance. These include either an ex-
tra Z0 bosons [29,33,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,
49,50,51,52] or a leptoquark [53,54,55,56,57,58,28,59,
60,61,62] (for a recent review on leptoquarks see [63]).

We note that a full set of single mediator models with
tree-level matching to the vector triplet (c(3)Qi jLkl

) or singlet

(c(1)Qi jLkl
) operators, consists of: color-singlet vectors Z0

µ ⇠
(1,1,0) and W 0

µ ⇠ (1,3,0), color-triplet scalar S3 ⇠ (3̄,3,1/3),
and vectors U µ

1 ⇠ (3,1,2/3), U µ
3 ⇠ (3,3,2/3), in the no-

tation of Ref. [63]. The quantum numbers in brackets indi-
cate color, weak, and hypercharge representations, respec-
tively.

Z0 and W 0 models: A color-singlet vector resonance
gives rise to an s-channel resonant contribution to the dilep-
ton invariant mass distributions if MZ0 is kinematically ac-
cessible. Otherwise, the deviation in the tails is described
well by the dimension-six operators in Eq. (1) with L =
MV and

c(3)Qi jLkl
=�g(3),i j

Q g(3),kl
L , c(1)Qi jLkl

=�g(1),i j
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L , (17)

4Note that including a loop suppression factor of ⇠ 1
16p2 , the fit of

the flavour anomalies in Eq. (10) points to a scale L ⇡ 2.6+0.2
�0.3 TeV

(see for example models proposed in Refs. [35,36,37]).
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details.
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L are
required to explain the flavour anomalies, while the limits
from pp ! µ+µ� reported in Table 1, can easily be trans-
lated to the flavour-diagonal couplings and mass combina-
tions.

For example, assuming a singlet Z0 with g1,i j
Q = g1,i j

L =

d i jg⇤ and MFV structure (g(1),23
Q =Vtsg⇤) we derive limits

on g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data
directly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].

Related to the above analysis, let us comment on the
model recently proposed in Ref. [52]. An anomaly-free
horizontal gauge symmetry is introduced, with a correspond-
ing gauge field (Z0

h) having MFV-like couplings in the quark

5The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
u,d,s,c,b, t,µ,nµ via Eq. (18), i.e. GZ0/MZ0 = 5g2

⇤/(6p).
6See Ref. [9] for a more detailed discussion on the EFT validity in
high-pT dilepton tails.
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in the U(2) flavour models of Ref. [29,33,34,57] a small
value of lbs is necessary in order to pass the bounds from
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It is illustrative to show the limits on l q
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3.2 Model examples

Let us briefly speculate about the UV scenarios capable of
explaining the observed pattern of deviations in the rare B
meson decays. For our EFT approach to be valid, we focus
on models with new resonances beyond the kinematical
reach for threshold production at the LHC. In such models,
the effective operators in Eq. (1) are presumably generated
at the tree level.4 We focus here on the single mediator
models in which the required effect is obtained by inte-
grating out a single resonance. These include either an ex-
tra Z0 bosons [29,33,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,
49,50,51,52] or a leptoquark [53,54,55,56,57,58,28,59,
60,61,62] (for a recent review on leptoquarks see [63]).

We note that a full set of single mediator models with
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) operators, consists of: color-singlet vectors Z0
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(1,1,0) and W 0

µ ⇠ (1,3,0), color-triplet scalar S3 ⇠ (3̄,3,1/3),
and vectors U µ

1 ⇠ (3,1,2/3), U µ
3 ⇠ (3,3,2/3), in the no-

tation of Ref. [63]. The quantum numbers in brackets indi-
cate color, weak, and hypercharge representations, respec-
tively.

Z0 and W 0 models: A color-singlet vector resonance
gives rise to an s-channel resonant contribution to the dilep-
ton invariant mass distributions if MZ0 is kinematically ac-
cessible. Otherwise, the deviation in the tails is described
well by the dimension-six operators in Eq. (1) with L =
MV and
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obtained after integrating out the heavy vectors with inter-
actions L � Z0

µ Jµ +W 0a
µ Ja

µ , where
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A quark flavour-violating g(x),23
Q coupling and g(x),22

L are
required to explain the flavour anomalies, while the limits
from pp ! µ+µ� reported in Table 1, can easily be trans-
lated to the flavour-diagonal couplings and mass combina-
tions.

For example, assuming a singlet Z0 with g1,i j
Q = g1,i j

L =

d i jg⇤ and MFV structure (g(1),23
Q =Vtsg⇤) we derive limits

on g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data
directly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].

Related to the above analysis, let us comment on the
model recently proposed in Ref. [52]. An anomaly-free
horizontal gauge symmetry is introduced, with a correspond-
ing gauge field (Z0

h) having MFV-like couplings in the quark

5The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
u,d,s,c,b, t,µ,nµ via Eq. (18), i.e. GZ0/MZ0 = 5g2

⇤/(6p).
6See Ref. [9] for a more detailed discussion on the EFT validity in
high-pT dilepton tails.
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Figure 1: Distributions of (a) dielectron and (b) dimuon reconstructed invariant mass (m``) after selection, for data
and the SM background estimates as well as their ratio before and after marginalisation. Selected Z0

� signals with a
pole mass of 3, 4 and 5 TeV are overlaid. The bin width of the distributions is constant in log(m``) and the shaded
band in the lower panels illustrates the total systematic uncertainty, as explained in Sec. 7. The data points are
shown together with their statistical uncertainty.

A search for Z0
� signals as well as generic Z0 signals with widths from 1% to 12% is performed utilising

the LLR test described in Ref. [54]. This second approach is specifically sensitive to narrow Z0-like
signals, and is thus complimentary to the more general BH approach. To perform the LLR search, the
Histfactory [55] package, together with RooStats [56] and RooFit [57] packages are used. The p-value
for finding a Z0

� signal excess (at a given pole mass), as well as variable width generic Z0 excess (at a
given central mass and with a given width), more significant than the observed, is computed analytically,
using the test statistic q0. The test statistic q0 is based on the logarithm of the profile likelihood ratio �(µ).
The test statistic is modified for signal masses below 1.5 TeV to also quantify the significance of potential
deficits in the data. As in the BH search the SM background model is constructed using the modes of
marginalised posteriors of the nuisance parameters from the MCMC, and these nuisance parameters are
not included in the likelihood at this stage. Starting with mZ 0 of 150 GeV, multiple mass hypotheses are
tested in pole mass steps corresponding to the histogram bin width to compute the local p-values — that
is p-values corresponding to specific signal mass hypotheses. Simulated experiments (for mZ 0 > 1.5 TeV)
and asymptotic relations (for mZ 0 < 1.5 TeV) in Ref. [54] are used to estimate the global p-value, which
is the probability to find anywhere in the m`` distribution a Z0-like excess more significant than that
observed in the data.

10 Results

The data, scrutinised with the statistical tests described in the previous section, show no significant ex-
cesses. The LLR tests for a Z0

� find global p-values of 58%, 91% and 83% in the dielectron, dimuon,
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predicted from U(2) symmetry, lbs ⇠Vts, with high lumi-
nosity an interesting region will be probed. For example,
in the U(2) flavour models of Ref. [29,33,34,57] a small
value of lbs is necessary in order to pass the bounds from
B� B̄ mixing.

3) Single-operator benchmarks:
It is illustrative to show the limits on l q

bs when only one
flavour-diagonal coefficient Cqµ is non-vanishing, while fit-
ting at the same time DCµ

9 in Eq. (10). The expected 2s
limits with 36.1 fb�1 (3000 fb�1) are:
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3.2 Model examples

Let us briefly speculate about the UV scenarios capable of
explaining the observed pattern of deviations in the rare B
meson decays. For our EFT approach to be valid, we focus
on models with new resonances beyond the kinematical
reach for threshold production at the LHC. In such models,
the effective operators in Eq. (1) are presumably generated
at the tree level.4 We focus here on the single mediator
models in which the required effect is obtained by inte-
grating out a single resonance. These include either an ex-
tra Z0 bosons [29,33,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,
49,50,51,52] or a leptoquark [53,54,55,56,57,58,28,59,
60,61,62] (for a recent review on leptoquarks see [63]).

We note that a full set of single mediator models with
tree-level matching to the vector triplet (c(3)Qi jLkl

) or singlet
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) operators, consists of: color-singlet vectors Z0
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µ ⇠ (1,3,0), color-triplet scalar S3 ⇠ (3̄,3,1/3),
and vectors U µ

1 ⇠ (3,1,2/3), U µ
3 ⇠ (3,3,2/3), in the no-

tation of Ref. [63]. The quantum numbers in brackets indi-
cate color, weak, and hypercharge representations, respec-
tively.

Z0 and W 0 models: A color-singlet vector resonance
gives rise to an s-channel resonant contribution to the dilep-
ton invariant mass distributions if MZ0 is kinematically ac-
cessible. Otherwise, the deviation in the tails is described
well by the dimension-six operators in Eq. (1) with L =
MV and
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Q g(3),kl
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4Note that including a loop suppression factor of ⇠ 1
16p2 , the fit of

the flavour anomalies in Eq. (10) points to a scale L ⇡ 2.6+0.2
�0.3 TeV

(see for example models proposed in Refs. [35,36,37]).
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obtained after integrating out the heavy vectors with inter-
actions L � Z0

µ Jµ +W 0a
µ Ja

µ , where
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A quark flavour-violating g(x),23
Q coupling and g(x),22

L are
required to explain the flavour anomalies, while the limits
from pp ! µ+µ� reported in Table 1, can easily be trans-
lated to the flavour-diagonal couplings and mass combina-
tions.

For example, assuming a Z0 with g(1),iiQ = g(1),iiL = g⇤
and MFV structure (g(1),23

Q = Vtsg⇤) we derive limits on
g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data di-
rectly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].

Related to the above analysis, let us comment on the
model recently proposed in Ref. [52]. An anomaly-free
horizontal gauge symmetry is introduced, with a correspond-
ing gauge field (Z0

h) having MFV-like couplings in the quark

5The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
u,d,s,c,b, t,µ,nµ via Eq. (18), i.e. GZ0/MZ0 = 5g2

⇤/(6p).
6See Ref. [9] for a more detailed discussion on the EFT validity in
high-pT dilepton tails.

Figure 2: Left: Prediction for �Cµ
9 = ��Cµ

10 (following from Rµe
K(⇤)) and R⌧`

D(⇤) for a randomly
chosen set of points within the 1� preferred region of the EFT fit: the blue points are obtained setting
|�q

sb| < 5|Vcb|, while the green points are obtained setting the tighter condition |�q
sb| < 2|Vcb| in the fit.

The red cross denotes the 1� experimental constraint. Right: expectations for B(B ! K(⇤)⌫⌫̄) and
B(B ! K(⇤)⌧ ⌧̄) within the 1� preferred values of the EFT fit, again for �q

sb < 5Vcb (blue) and �q
sb < 2Vcb

(green).

the context of an explicit vector leptoquark model in Section 3.1. Another constraint on the
size of CS,T comes from the study of perturbative unitarity in 2 ! 2 scattering processes [45].
Similarly to the one from direct searches, this bound is relevant for small �q

bs
and large CS,T ,

while it is easily satisfied in the region chosen by our EFT fit.
As far as other low-energy observables are concerned, the most problematic constraint is

the one following from meson-antimeson mixing. On the one hand, given the symmetry and
symmetry-breaking structure of the theory, we expect the underlying model to generate an
e↵ective interaction of the type

�L(�B=2) = CNP
0

(V ⇤
tb
Vti)2

32⇡2v2
�
b̄L�µd

i

L

�2
, CNP

0 = O(1)⇥
32⇡2v2

⇤2
0

����
�q

sb

Vcb

����
2

. (6)

The preferred values of ⇤0 and �q

sb
from the EFT fit yield CNP

0 = O(100), while the experimental
constraints on�MBs,d require C

NP
0 to be at mostO(10%). This problem poses a serious challenge

to all models where�F = 2 e↵ective operators are generated without some additional dynamical
suppression compared to the semi-leptonic ones. A notable case where such suppression does
occur are models with LQ mediators, where �F = 2 amplitudes are generated only beyond the
tree level.

An alternative to avoid the problem posed by �F = 2 constraints is to abandon the large �q

sb

scenario preferred by the EFT fit, and assume |�q

sb
| . 0.1⇥ |Vcb|. In this limit the contribution to

(down-type)�F = 2 amplitudes is suppressed also in presence of tree-level amplitudes. However,
in order to cure the problem of the EFT fit, in this case one needs additional contributions to
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3.2 Model examples

Let us briefly speculate about the UV scenarios capable of
explaining the observed pattern of deviations in the rare B
meson decays. For our EFT approach to be valid, we focus
on models with new resonances beyond the kinematical
reach for threshold production at the LHC. In such models,
the effective operators in Eq. (1) are presumably generated
at the tree level.4 We focus here on the single mediator
models in which the required effect is obtained by inte-
grating out a single resonance. These include either an ex-
tra Z0 bosons [29,33,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,
49,50,51,52] or a leptoquark [53,54,55,56,57,58,28,59,
60,61,62] (for a recent review on leptoquarks see [63]).
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L are
required to explain the flavour anomalies, while the limits
from pp ! µ+µ� reported in Table 1, can easily be trans-
lated to the flavour-diagonal couplings and mass combina-
tions.

For example, assuming a Z0 with g(1),iiQ = g(1),iiL = g⇤
and MFV structure (g(1),23

Q = Vtsg⇤) we derive limits on
g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data di-
rectly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the
lower masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6

On top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].

Related to the above analysis, let us comment on the
model recently proposed in Ref. [52]. An anomaly-free
horizontal gauge symmetry is introduced, with a correspond-
ing gauge field (Z0

h) having MFV-like couplings in the quark

5The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
u,d,s,c,b, t,µ,nµ via Eq. (18), i.e. GZ0/MZ0 = 5g2

⇤/(6p).
6See Ref. [9] for a more detailed discussion on the EFT validity in
high-pT dilepton tails.
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on g⇤ as a function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data
directly in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are
shown with solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown
with dashed-blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4�5 TeV
the limits in the two approaches agree well, while for the

5The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
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Figure 3: The lines show the correlations among triplet and singlet operators in single-mediator models.
Colour-less vectors are shown in green, coloured scalar in blue, while coloured vectors in red. Electroweak
singlet mediators are shown with the solid lines while triplets with dashed.

compensate for the radiative constraints (see Figure 1 bottom-right). In other words, in the
small �q

sb
scenario the tuning problem is moved from the �F = 2 sector to that of electroweak

observables. We will present an explicit realisation of the small �q

sb
scenario in Section 3.3.

3 Simplified models

In this section we analyse how the general results discussed in the previous section can be
implemented, and eventually modified adding extra ingredients, in three specific (simplified)
UV scenarios with explicit mediators.

The complete set of single-mediator models with tree-level matching to the vector triplet
and/or singlet V � A operators consists of: colour-singlet vectors B0

µ ⇠ (1,1, 0) and W 0
µ ⇠

(1,3, 0), colour-triplet scalars S1 ⇠ (3̄,3, 1/3) and S3 ⇠ (3̄,3, 1/3), and coloured vectors Uµ

1 ⇠

(3,1, 2/3) and Uµ

3 ⇠ (3,3, 2/3) [46]. The quantum numbers in brackets indicate colour, weak,
and hypercharge representations, respectively. In Figure 3 we show the correlation between
triplet and singlet operators predicted in all single-mediator models, compared to the regions
favoured by the EFT fit.

The plot in Figure 3 clearly singles out the case of a vector LQ, Uµ

1 , which we closely
examine in the next subsection, as the best single-mediator case. However, it must be stressed
that there is no fundamental reason to expect the low-energy anomalies to be saturated by the
contribution of a single tree-level mediator. In fact, in many UV completions incorporating one of
these mediators (for example in composite Higgs models, see Section 4), these states often arise
with partners of similar mass but di↵erent electroweak representation, and it is thus natural
to consider two or more of them at the same time. For this reason, and also for illustrative
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Observable Experimental bound Linearised expression

Rτℓ
D(∗) 1.237± 0.053 1 + 2CT (1− λq

sbV
∗
tb/V

∗
ts)(1− λℓ

µµ/2)

∆Cµ
9 = −∆Cµ

10
−0.61± 0.12 [36] − π

αemVtbV ∗
ts
λℓ
µµλ

q
sb(CT + CS)

Rµe
b→c − 1 0.00± 0.02 2CT (1− λq

sbV
∗
tb/V

∗
ts)λ

ℓ
µµ

BK(∗)νν̄
0.0± 2.6 1 + 2

3
π

αemVtbV ∗
tsC

SM
ν

(CT − CS)λ
q
sb(1 + λℓ

µµ)

δgZτL
−0.0002± 0.0006 0.033CT − 0.043CS

δgZντ −0.0040± 0.0021 −0.033CT − 0.043CS

|gWτ /gWℓ | 1.00097± 0.00098 1− 0.084CT

B(τ → 3µ) (0.0± 0.6)× 10−8 2.5× 10−4(CS − CT )2(λℓ
τµ)

2

Table 1. Observables entering in the fit, together with the associated experimental bounds (as-
suming the uncertainties follow the Gaussian distribution) and their linearised expressions in terms
of the EFT parameters. The full expressions used in the fit can be found in appendix B.

where a smaller value for CT can be compensated by a larger one for λq
sb. The

preferred values of λq
sb are still consistent with the general expectation in eq. (2.3).

As we discuss below, the substantial increase in the effective NP scale is also beneficial

in improving the agreement with the high-pT searches pointed out in [33].

2. The upper bound on B(B → K∗νν̄), as well as radiative constraints, strongly favour

equal magnitudes of triplet and singlet operators (CT ∼ CS). Nevertheless, at the 1σ

level this relation has to be satisfied only at the 30% level, and therefore requires no

fine tuning.

3. The flavour symmetry plays a non-trivial role in avoiding significant constraints on

the value of λq
sb from b → u transitions, in particular from B(B → τν), enforcing the

relation Rτℓ
b→u = Rτℓ

D(∗) (see appendix B).

4. The measured value of ∆Cµ
9 = −∆Cµ

10, together with the size of λq
sb and CT,S from

points 1 and 2, requires a value of λℓ
µµ ≈ O(10−2), perfectly consistent with the

hypothesis of a small breaking of the U(2)ℓ flavour symmetry. The measured values

of Rµe
K(∗) fix also the relative sign of λℓ

µµ and λℓ
ττ which must be opposite, strongly

disfavouring the pure mixing hypothesis.

5. We do not include λℓ
τµ in the fit, but we point out that values of |λℓ

τµ| ∼ |λℓ
µµ|1/2 ∼ 0.1

are perfectly compatible with the limits from LFV in τ decays, even after taking into

account radiatively-induced effects [35]. We nevertheless list the related observable

in table 1 since it is relevant for some of the simplified models, such as the scalar

leptoquark, where λℓ
τµ cannot be set to zero.

The best-fit region is consistent with both Rµe
K(∗) and Rτℓ

D(∗) anomalies. To illustrate

this fact, in figure 2 we show the values of the two observables for a randomly chosen set
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Figure 1. A sample of leading order Feynman diagrams for the scalar LQ pair production (top row) and
single scalar LQ plus lepton production (bottom row).

production [7, 12, 13] at the LHC. One of our aims is to fill in the missing pieces with respect to
the latter process, especially in the context of the sea quark initiated production. In fact, it is very
important to entertain a possibility of an LQ dominantly coupled to heavy fermions as motivated
by the pattern of fermion masses and mixing parameters, and as recently suggested by the hints
on lepton flavour universality violation in B-meson decays. (See, for example, ref. [14] for more
details.) With this possibility in mind we also address single production of vector LQs through the
bottom-gluon fusion processes.

Since the number of LQs is finite one can easily classify them [15]. We provide, as an integral
part of this analysis, ready-to-use universal FEYNRULES (UFO) [16] model files for all scalar
LQs as well as one vector LQ that are particularly suited for the flavour dependent studies of the
LQ signatures at colliders within the MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [17] framework. We validate
our numerical results with the existing NLO calculations for the pair production and present novel
results for the single production of scalar (vector) LQs at the NLO (LO) level. These results, in our
view, can be particularly useful for the current and future LHC data analyses and accurate search
recasts. The UFO model files are publicly available at http://lqnlo.hepforge.org.

The outline of the manuscript is as follows. We present the set-up for our LQ signature studies
in section 2. This is followed by section 3 on numerical analysis that is subdivided into the LQ
pair production subsection and the single LQ + lepton production subsection. The strategy for LQ
searches inferred from B-physics anomalies is described in section 4. We present our conclusions
in section 5. Most of our numerical results are summarised in appendix A.
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1 Introduction

Measurements of |Vcb|-independent ratios

R(D(⇤)) =
B(B ! D

(⇤)
⌧ ⌫̄)

B(B ! D(⇤)l⌫̄)
, l = µ, e , (1.1)

have been performed by the Babar [1, 2], Belle [3–5], and LHCb [6] collaborations. The

results exhibit a tension with the Standard Model (SM) expectations at the 4� level when

data from both D and D
⇤ measurements are combined [7] (see also Refs. [8–12]).

The b ! c⌧ ⌫̄⌧ decays occur at tree-level in the SM. New Physics (NP) explanations

of the R(D(⇤)) anomaly are therefore nontrivial, since they require new states close to the

TeV scale. The NP contributions could, in principle, be due to tree level exchange of a

new charged scalar (see, e.g., [13–15]), a heavy charged vector (see, e.g., [16, 17]), W 0, or

due to an exchange of a leptoquark, either vector or scalar (see, e.g., Refs. [18–25]), the

latter also leading to tensor currents, see also Refs. [12, 26–28]. In all these cases, with the

exception of Ref. [22], the NP states couple to the SM neutrino. After the NP states are

integrated out, they lead to four-fermion operators of the form (c̄�b)(¯̀�0
⌫⌧ ), where �(0) is

an appropriate Dirac structure and ⌫⌧ is the active ⌧ neutrino.

All these simplified models may naively produce R(D(⇤)) in approximate agreement

with experiment (see, e.g., [29–31]). They do, however, face a number of stringent con-

straints from complementary measurements. For instance, the pseudoscalar currents lead

to too great a contribution to the Bc lifetime from the enhanced Bc ! ⌧ ⌫̄⌧ decay [32–34],

while the scalar currents are in tension with the B ! D
(⇤)

⌧ ⌫̄ di↵erential rates [2, 3, 30].

NP in the b ! c⌧ ⌫̄⌧ charged current transition necessarily implies a corresponding e↵ect

in the neutral currents, since ⌫⌧ is part of an SU(2)L doublet. Ref. [35] used this ob-

servation to show that, both within e↵ective field theory (EFT) and for simplified, UV

complete models, the high-pT measurements of pp ! ⌧
+
⌧
� at the LHC already set impor-

tant constraints on the NP explanations of the R(D(⇤)) anomaly. In addition, the leading

one-loop electroweak corrections may lead to dangerously large contributions to the pre-

cisely measured Z and ⌧ decays [36, 37]. Generically, the models that avoid the Z and ⌧

decay constraints lead to increased flavour changing neutral currents (FCNCs) in the down

quark sector, e.g., in Bs � B̄s mixing, B ! K
(⇤)

⌫⌧ ⌫̄⌧ , and other observables. However, as

shown in Ref. [38], it is still possible to simultaneously satisfy high-pT ⌧
+
⌧
� production

and electroweak precision observables, as well as the bounds on the FCNCs in the down

quark sector, if the new dynamics is predominantly coupling to left-handed quarks and

leptons with a very specific flavour structure. Representative UV models include: (i) a

vector leptoquark singlet, Uµ

1
, that induces Bs � B̄s mixing and B ! K

(⇤)
⌫⌧ ⌫̄⌧ only at

one-loop [38–43], or (ii) a pair of scalar leptoquarks, S1 and S3, with canceling tree-level

contributions to B ! K
(⇤)

⌫⌧ ⌫̄⌧ [24, 38, 44].

Here we follow an alternative approach: If the NP states couple instead to a right-

handed neutrino, many of the above constraints are avoided or suppressed. That is, we

examine the case that the R(D(⇤)) anomaly is generated by the b ! c⌧N̄R transition, where

NR is a light right-handed neutrino (in the remainder of the paper we denote ⌫ = NR or ⌫⌧ ).
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Figure 1. A sample of leading order Feynman diagrams for the scalar LQ pair production (top row) and
single scalar LQ plus lepton production (bottom row).

production [7, 12, 13] at the LHC. One of our aims is to fill in the missing pieces with respect to
the latter process, especially in the context of the sea quark initiated production. In fact, it is very
important to entertain a possibility of an LQ dominantly coupled to heavy fermions as motivated
by the pattern of fermion masses and mixing parameters, and as recently suggested by the hints
on lepton flavour universality violation in B-meson decays. (See, for example, ref. [14] for more
details.) With this possibility in mind we also address single production of vector LQs through the
bottom-gluon fusion processes.

Since the number of LQs is finite one can easily classify them [15]. We provide, as an integral
part of this analysis, ready-to-use universal FEYNRULES (UFO) [16] model files for all scalar
LQs as well as one vector LQ that are particularly suited for the flavour dependent studies of the
LQ signatures at colliders within the MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [17] framework. We validate
our numerical results with the existing NLO calculations for the pair production and present novel
results for the single production of scalar (vector) LQs at the NLO (LO) level. These results, in our
view, can be particularly useful for the current and future LHC data analyses and accurate search
recasts. The UFO model files are publicly available at http://lqnlo.hepforge.org.

The outline of the manuscript is as follows. We present the set-up for our LQ signature studies
in section 2. This is followed by section 3 on numerical analysis that is subdivided into the LQ
pair production subsection and the single LQ + lepton production subsection. The strategy for LQ
searches inferred from B-physics anomalies is described in section 4. We present our conclusions
in section 5. Most of our numerical results are summarised in appendix A.
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Figure 1. A sample of leading order Feynman diagrams for the scalar LQ pair production (top row) and
single scalar LQ plus lepton production (bottom row).

production [7, 12, 13] at the LHC. One of our aims is to fill in the missing pieces with respect to
the latter process, especially in the context of the sea quark initiated production. In fact, it is very
important to entertain a possibility of an LQ dominantly coupled to heavy fermions as motivated
by the pattern of fermion masses and mixing parameters, and as recently suggested by the hints
on lepton flavour universality violation in B-meson decays. (See, for example, ref. [14] for more
details.) With this possibility in mind we also address single production of vector LQs through the
bottom-gluon fusion processes.

Since the number of LQs is finite one can easily classify them [15]. We provide, as an integral
part of this analysis, ready-to-use universal FEYNRULES (UFO) [16] model files for all scalar
LQs as well as one vector LQ that are particularly suited for the flavour dependent studies of the
LQ signatures at colliders within the MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [17] framework. We validate
our numerical results with the existing NLO calculations for the pair production and present novel
results for the single production of scalar (vector) LQs at the NLO (LO) level. These results, in our
view, can be particularly useful for the current and future LHC data analyses and accurate search
recasts. The UFO model files are publicly available at http://lqnlo.hepforge.org.

The outline of the manuscript is as follows. We present the set-up for our LQ signature studies
in section 2. This is followed by section 3 on numerical analysis that is subdivided into the LQ
pair production subsection and the single LQ + lepton production subsection. The strategy for LQ
searches inferred from B-physics anomalies is described in section 4. We present our conclusions
in section 5. Most of our numerical results are summarised in appendix A.
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R(D(⇤)) =
B(B ! D

(⇤)
⌧ ⌫̄)

B(B ! D(⇤)l⌫̄)
, l = µ, e , (1.1)

have been performed by the Babar [1, 2], Belle [3–5], and LHCb [6] collaborations. The

results exhibit a tension with the Standard Model (SM) expectations at the 4� level when

data from both D and D
⇤ measurements are combined [7] (see also Refs. [8–12]).

The b ! c⌧ ⌫̄⌧ decays occur at tree-level in the SM. New Physics (NP) explanations

of the R(D(⇤)) anomaly are therefore nontrivial, since they require new states close to the

TeV scale. The NP contributions could, in principle, be due to tree level exchange of a

new charged scalar (see, e.g., [13–15]), a heavy charged vector (see, e.g., [16, 17]), W 0, or

due to an exchange of a leptoquark, either vector or scalar (see, e.g., Refs. [18–25]), the

latter also leading to tensor currents, see also Refs. [12, 26–28]. In all these cases, with the

exception of Ref. [22], the NP states couple to the SM neutrino. After the NP states are

integrated out, they lead to four-fermion operators of the form (c̄�b)(¯̀�0
⌫⌧ ), where �(0) is

an appropriate Dirac structure and ⌫⌧ is the active ⌧ neutrino.

All these simplified models may naively produce R(D(⇤)) in approximate agreement

with experiment (see, e.g., [29–31]). They do, however, face a number of stringent con-

straints from complementary measurements. For instance, the pseudoscalar currents lead

to too great a contribution to the Bc lifetime from the enhanced Bc ! ⌧ ⌫̄⌧ decay [32–34],

while the scalar currents are in tension with the B ! D
(⇤)

⌧ ⌫̄ di↵erential rates [2, 3, 30].

NP in the b ! c⌧ ⌫̄⌧ charged current transition necessarily implies a corresponding e↵ect

in the neutral currents, since ⌫⌧ is part of an SU(2)L doublet. Ref. [35] used this ob-

servation to show that, both within e↵ective field theory (EFT) and for simplified, UV

complete models, the high-pT measurements of pp ! ⌧
+
⌧
� at the LHC already set impor-

tant constraints on the NP explanations of the R(D(⇤)) anomaly. In addition, the leading

one-loop electroweak corrections may lead to dangerously large contributions to the pre-

cisely measured Z and ⌧ decays [36, 37]. Generically, the models that avoid the Z and ⌧

decay constraints lead to increased flavour changing neutral currents (FCNCs) in the down

quark sector, e.g., in Bs � B̄s mixing, B ! K
(⇤)

⌫⌧ ⌫̄⌧ , and other observables. However, as

shown in Ref. [38], it is still possible to simultaneously satisfy high-pT ⌧
+
⌧
� production

and electroweak precision observables, as well as the bounds on the FCNCs in the down

quark sector, if the new dynamics is predominantly coupling to left-handed quarks and

leptons with a very specific flavour structure. Representative UV models include: (i) a

vector leptoquark singlet, Uµ

1
, that induces Bs � B̄s mixing and B ! K

(⇤)
⌫⌧ ⌫̄⌧ only at

one-loop [38–43], or (ii) a pair of scalar leptoquarks, S1 and S3, with canceling tree-level

contributions to B ! K
(⇤)

⌫⌧ ⌫̄⌧ [24, 38, 44].

Here we follow an alternative approach: If the NP states couple instead to a right-

handed neutrino, many of the above constraints are avoided or suppressed. That is, we

examine the case that the R(D(⇤)) anomaly is generated by the b ! c⌧N̄R transition, where

NR is a light right-handed neutrino (in the remainder of the paper we denote ⌫ = NR or ⌫⌧ ).
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Figure 1. A sample of leading order Feynman diagrams for the scalar LQ pair production (top row) and
single scalar LQ plus lepton production (bottom row).

production [7, 12, 13] at the LHC. One of our aims is to fill in the missing pieces with respect to
the latter process, especially in the context of the sea quark initiated production. In fact, it is very
important to entertain a possibility of an LQ dominantly coupled to heavy fermions as motivated
by the pattern of fermion masses and mixing parameters, and as recently suggested by the hints
on lepton flavour universality violation in B-meson decays. (See, for example, ref. [14] for more
details.) With this possibility in mind we also address single production of vector LQs through the
bottom-gluon fusion processes.

Since the number of LQs is finite one can easily classify them [15]. We provide, as an integral
part of this analysis, ready-to-use universal FEYNRULES (UFO) [16] model files for all scalar
LQs as well as one vector LQ that are particularly suited for the flavour dependent studies of the
LQ signatures at colliders within the MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [17] framework. We validate
our numerical results with the existing NLO calculations for the pair production and present novel
results for the single production of scalar (vector) LQs at the NLO (LO) level. These results, in our
view, can be particularly useful for the current and future LHC data analyses and accurate search
recasts. The UFO model files are publicly available at http://lqnlo.hepforge.org.

The outline of the manuscript is as follows. We present the set-up for our LQ signature studies
in section 2. This is followed by section 3 on numerical analysis that is subdivided into the LQ
pair production subsection and the single LQ + lepton production subsection. The strategy for LQ
searches inferred from B-physics anomalies is described in section 4. We present our conclusions
in section 5. Most of our numerical results are summarised in appendix A.
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Figure 1. A sample of leading order Feynman diagrams for the scalar LQ pair production (top row) and
single scalar LQ plus lepton production (bottom row).

production [7, 12, 13] at the LHC. One of our aims is to fill in the missing pieces with respect to
the latter process, especially in the context of the sea quark initiated production. In fact, it is very
important to entertain a possibility of an LQ dominantly coupled to heavy fermions as motivated
by the pattern of fermion masses and mixing parameters, and as recently suggested by the hints
on lepton flavour universality violation in B-meson decays. (See, for example, ref. [14] for more
details.) With this possibility in mind we also address single production of vector LQs through the
bottom-gluon fusion processes.

Since the number of LQs is finite one can easily classify them [15]. We provide, as an integral
part of this analysis, ready-to-use universal FEYNRULES (UFO) [16] model files for all scalar
LQs as well as one vector LQ that are particularly suited for the flavour dependent studies of the
LQ signatures at colliders within the MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [17] framework. We validate
our numerical results with the existing NLO calculations for the pair production and present novel
results for the single production of scalar (vector) LQs at the NLO (LO) level. These results, in our
view, can be particularly useful for the current and future LHC data analyses and accurate search
recasts. The UFO model files are publicly available at http://lqnlo.hepforge.org.

The outline of the manuscript is as follows. We present the set-up for our LQ signature studies
in section 2. This is followed by section 3 on numerical analysis that is subdivided into the LQ
pair production subsection and the single LQ + lepton production subsection. The strategy for LQ
searches inferred from B-physics anomalies is described in section 4. We present our conclusions
in section 5. Most of our numerical results are summarised in appendix A.
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TeV scale. The NP contributions could, in principle, be due to tree level exchange of a
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latter also leading to tensor currents, see also Refs. [12, 26–28]. In all these cases, with the

exception of Ref. [22], the NP states couple to the SM neutrino. After the NP states are

integrated out, they lead to four-fermion operators of the form (c̄�b)(¯̀�0
⌫⌧ ), where �(0) is

an appropriate Dirac structure and ⌫⌧ is the active ⌧ neutrino.

All these simplified models may naively produce R(D(⇤)) in approximate agreement

with experiment (see, e.g., [29–31]). They do, however, face a number of stringent con-

straints from complementary measurements. For instance, the pseudoscalar currents lead

to too great a contribution to the Bc lifetime from the enhanced Bc ! ⌧ ⌫̄⌧ decay [32–34],

while the scalar currents are in tension with the B ! D
(⇤)

⌧ ⌫̄ di↵erential rates [2, 3, 30].

NP in the b ! c⌧ ⌫̄⌧ charged current transition necessarily implies a corresponding e↵ect

in the neutral currents, since ⌫⌧ is part of an SU(2)L doublet. Ref. [35] used this ob-

servation to show that, both within e↵ective field theory (EFT) and for simplified, UV

complete models, the high-pT measurements of pp ! ⌧
+
⌧
� at the LHC already set impor-

tant constraints on the NP explanations of the R(D(⇤)) anomaly. In addition, the leading

one-loop electroweak corrections may lead to dangerously large contributions to the pre-

cisely measured Z and ⌧ decays [36, 37]. Generically, the models that avoid the Z and ⌧

decay constraints lead to increased flavour changing neutral currents (FCNCs) in the down

quark sector, e.g., in Bs � B̄s mixing, B ! K
(⇤)

⌫⌧ ⌫̄⌧ , and other observables. However, as

shown in Ref. [38], it is still possible to simultaneously satisfy high-pT ⌧
+
⌧
� production

and electroweak precision observables, as well as the bounds on the FCNCs in the down

quark sector, if the new dynamics is predominantly coupling to left-handed quarks and

leptons with a very specific flavour structure. Representative UV models include: (i) a

vector leptoquark singlet, Uµ

1
, that induces Bs � B̄s mixing and B ! K

(⇤)
⌫⌧ ⌫̄⌧ only at

one-loop [38–43], or (ii) a pair of scalar leptoquarks, S1 and S3, with canceling tree-level

contributions to B ! K
(⇤)

⌫⌧ ⌫̄⌧ [24, 38, 44].

Here we follow an alternative approach: If the NP states couple instead to a right-

handed neutrino, many of the above constraints are avoided or suppressed. That is, we

examine the case that the R(D(⇤)) anomaly is generated by the b ! c⌧N̄R transition, where

NR is a light right-handed neutrino (in the remainder of the paper we denote ⌫ = NR or ⌫⌧ ).
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Figure 1. A sample of leading order Feynman diagrams for the scalar LQ pair production (top row) and
single scalar LQ plus lepton production (bottom row).

production [7, 12, 13] at the LHC. One of our aims is to fill in the missing pieces with respect to
the latter process, especially in the context of the sea quark initiated production. In fact, it is very
important to entertain a possibility of an LQ dominantly coupled to heavy fermions as motivated
by the pattern of fermion masses and mixing parameters, and as recently suggested by the hints
on lepton flavour universality violation in B-meson decays. (See, for example, ref. [14] for more
details.) With this possibility in mind we also address single production of vector LQs through the
bottom-gluon fusion processes.

Since the number of LQs is finite one can easily classify them [15]. We provide, as an integral
part of this analysis, ready-to-use universal FEYNRULES (UFO) [16] model files for all scalar
LQs as well as one vector LQ that are particularly suited for the flavour dependent studies of the
LQ signatures at colliders within the MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [17] framework. We validate
our numerical results with the existing NLO calculations for the pair production and present novel
results for the single production of scalar (vector) LQs at the NLO (LO) level. These results, in our
view, can be particularly useful for the current and future LHC data analyses and accurate search
recasts. The UFO model files are publicly available at http://lqnlo.hepforge.org.

The outline of the manuscript is as follows. We present the set-up for our LQ signature studies
in section 2. This is followed by section 3 on numerical analysis that is subdivided into the LQ
pair production subsection and the single LQ + lepton production subsection. The strategy for LQ
searches inferred from B-physics anomalies is described in section 4. We present our conclusions
in section 5. Most of our numerical results are summarised in appendix A.
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single scalar LQ plus lepton production (bottom row).

production [7, 12, 13] at the LHC. One of our aims is to fill in the missing pieces with respect to
the latter process, especially in the context of the sea quark initiated production. In fact, it is very
important to entertain a possibility of an LQ dominantly coupled to heavy fermions as motivated
by the pattern of fermion masses and mixing parameters, and as recently suggested by the hints
on lepton flavour universality violation in B-meson decays. (See, for example, ref. [14] for more
details.) With this possibility in mind we also address single production of vector LQs through the
bottom-gluon fusion processes.

Since the number of LQs is finite one can easily classify them [15]. We provide, as an integral
part of this analysis, ready-to-use universal FEYNRULES (UFO) [16] model files for all scalar
LQs as well as one vector LQ that are particularly suited for the flavour dependent studies of the
LQ signatures at colliders within the MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [17] framework. We validate
our numerical results with the existing NLO calculations for the pair production and present novel
results for the single production of scalar (vector) LQs at the NLO (LO) level. These results, in our
view, can be particularly useful for the current and future LHC data analyses and accurate search
recasts. The UFO model files are publicly available at http://lqnlo.hepforge.org.

The outline of the manuscript is as follows. We present the set-up for our LQ signature studies
in section 2. This is followed by section 3 on numerical analysis that is subdivided into the LQ
pair production subsection and the single LQ + lepton production subsection. The strategy for LQ
searches inferred from B-physics anomalies is described in section 4. We present our conclusions
in section 5. Most of our numerical results are summarised in appendix A.
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matrices become

D0
Q = qQ4

0

BBB@

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 (sQ34)
2 cQ34s

Q
34

0 0 cQ34s
Q
34 (cQ34)

2

1

CCCA
, D0

L = qL4

0

BBB@

0 0 0 0

0 (sL24)
2 0 cL24s

L
24

0 0 0 0

0 cL24s
L
24 0 (cL24)

2

1

CCCA
(2.22)

while the rest of them being zero. In the low energy effective theory, after integrating out
the fourth heavy family, the Z 0 couplings to the the three massless families of quarks and
leptons are

Lgauge
Z0 = g0Z 0

µ

⇣
qQ4(s

Q
34)

2Q̄0
L3
�µQ0

L3
+ qL4(s

L
24)

2L̄0
L2�

µL0
L2

⌘
, (2.23)

where Q0
L3 = (t0L, b

0
L) and L0

L2 = (⌫ 0µL, µ
0
L). Using now the diagonalization of the Yukawa

matrices in Eq. 2.10, we can expand the primed fields in terms of the mass eigenstates,

b0L = (V 0†
dL)31dL + (V 0†

dL)32sL + (V 0†
dL)33bL

t0L = (V 0†
uL)31uL + (V 0†

uL)32cL + (V 0†
uL)33tL

⌫ 0µL = (V 0†
⌫L)21⌫1L + (V 0†

⌫L)22⌫2L + (V 0†
⌫L)23⌫3L (2.24)

µ0
L = (V 0†

eL)21eL + (V 0†
eL)22µL + (V 0†

eL)23⌧L.

For simplicity, we assume that the charged lepton mass matrix is diagonal so that we may
drop the primes on the muon field so that µ0

L = µL. Under this assumption, in the lepton
sector, the Z 0 only couples to muon mass eigenstates µL and muon neutrinos ⌫µL, where
the latter are related to neutrino mass eigenstates by the PMNS matrix,

⌫ 0µL = (VPMNS)21⌫1L + (VPMNS)22⌫2L + (VPMNS)23⌫3L (2.25)

Given the hierarchies of the CKM matrix, we will assume similar hierarchies of the rotation
matrix elements:

|(V 0
(d,u)L)31|

2 ⌧ |(V 0
(d,u)L)32|

2 ⌧ |(V 0
(d,u)L)33|

2 ⇡ 1 (2.26)

The vector-like neutrino ⌫4 is not charged under the SM and it is considered as a dark
matter candidate. The portal that allows it to annihilate into ordinary matter is the Z 0

mediator. The explicit coupling between the Z 0 and the dark matter candidate ⌫4 is

L⌫4
Z0 = g0q⌫4Z

0
µ⌫4�

µ⌫4, (2.27)

where the Dirac dark matter field is given by ⌫4 = ⌫̃4L + ⌫4R with a Dirac mass m⌫⌫4⌫4
where we have defined m⌫ ⌘ M⌫

4 .

We finish this section by summarizing all non-SM interactions that will later be relevant
for our phenomenological analysis, introducing the notation that we shall subsequently use:

L � Z 0
µ

�
gbbq̄L�

µqL + gbsb̄L�
µsL + gµµ ¯̀L�

µ`L + g⌫⌫⌫4�
µ⌫4

�
, (2.28)
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)

where qL = (tL, bL)T , `L = (⌫µL, µL)T , gbb = g0qQ4(s
Q
34)

2, gbs = gbb(V
0†
dL)32, gµµ =

g0qL4(s
L
24)

2, g⌫⌫ = g0q⌫4 . We expect |(V 0†
dL)32| . |Vts|, where |Vts| ⇡ 0.04 is the 3-2 en-

try of the CKM matrix, as otherwise unnatural cancellations would be required. It follows
that |gbs| . |Vtsgbb|; in the following for simplicity we assume gbs = Vtsgbb, and that gbb and
gµµ have the same sign. Thus, the relevant parameter space is 5-dimensional: 3 couplings
(gbb, gµµ, g⌫⌫) and 2 masses (MZ0 and the dark matter mass m⌫). From the theory point of
view these are all essentially free parameters, although one naturally expects g⌫⌫ � gbb, gµµ
in the absence of large mixings or large hierarchies of U(1)0 charges. These parameters are
then constrained by flavour physics, multiple low-energy precision measurements, collid-
ers, and dark matter detection experiments. In the following sections we work out these
constraints, and identify the regions of the parameter space where both the B-anomalies
and the dark matter relic abundance can be explained without conflicting any existing ex-
perimental data. We note that Z 0 models simultaneously addressing the B-anomalies and
dark matter have been previously discussed in Refs. [38–44]. In particular, Ref. [41] per-
formed a detailed analysis of collider, precision, dark matter constraints in a similar model
based on gauged Lµ � L⌧ symmetry. The main practical difference between our setup and
that model is the presence of Z 0 couplings to b-quarks in Eq. 2.28, which affects the LHC
phenomenology as well as direct and indirect detection signals.

3 RK(⇤) anomalies and flavour constraints

In this section we review and update the constraints on the parameter space of Z 0 models
motivated by the current B-meson anomalies. One possible explanation of the RK and RK⇤

measurements in LHCb is that the low-energy Lagrangian below the weak scale contains an
additional contribution to the effective 4-fermion operator with left-handed muon, b-quark,
and s-quark fields:

�Leff � Gbsµ(b̄L�
µsL)(µ̄L�µµL) + h.c., Gbsµ ⇡ 1

(31.5 TeV)2
. (3.1)

Above, the numerical value of the effective coefficient corresponds to the best fit quoted in
Ref. [7]. In our model, this operator arises from tree-level Z 0 exchange and it dominates
over the analogous operator with µL replaced by eL according to Eq. 2.26. We can express
the coefficient Gbsµ as function of the couplings in Eq. 2.28,

Gbsµ = �gbsgµµ
M2

Z0
= �Vtsgbbgµµ

M2
Z0

. (3.2)

Together, Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) imply the constraint on the parameters gbb, gµµ and MZ0 :

gbbgµµ
M2

Z0
⇡ 1

(6.4 TeV)2
. (3.3)

There are additional constraints on these parameters coming from flavour physics and
low-energy precision measurements. In the following we determine the region of the parame-
ter space where the RK(⇤) anomalies can be explained without conflicting other experimental
data.
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Figure 1: The parameter space in the (gµµ, gbb) plane compatible with RK(⇤) anomalies and
flavour constraints (white). The Z

0 mass varies over the plane, with a unique Z
0 mass for

each point in the plane as determined by Eq. 3.3. We show the recent Bs mixing constraints
(light blue), and the trident bounds (orange); for reference we also display the previous weaker
Bs mixing bounds (dark blue). The green, red, purple and black lines correspond to MZ0 =

10, 100, 1000, 10000 GeV respectively.

onto our model, the excluded parameter space is marked as the pink regions in Fig. 1 and
in the upper-left panel of Fig. 2. All in all, the Z ! 4µ constraint is non-trivial but for any
Z 0 mass it always leaves some available parameter space to explain the B-meson anomalies.

For a heavier Z 0, the strongest constraints comes from LHC dimuon resonance searches,
pp ! Z 0 ! µ+µ�, see also [35]. In our model the Z 0 is dominantly produced at the LHC
through its couplings to bottom quarks, bb̄ ! Z 0. The cross section �(pp ! Z 0) from bb̄

collisions is taken from Fig. 3 of Ref. [56]. The contribution of bottom-strange collisions,
which is subleading in our model, is estimated using Madgraph [57]. The Z 0 boson can
subsequently decay into muons, muon neutrinos, bottom or strange quarks, and also into
top quarks and dark matter when kinematically allowed. The partial decay widths are
given by

�Z0!µµ̄ =
1
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g2µµMZ0 = �Z0!⌫µ⌫̄µ ,

�Z0!bb̄ =
1

8⇡
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✓
1� m2

⌫
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⌫
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Z0
,

(3.8)
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Here, E and E
0
are the energies of the incoming and outgoing particles and E = E

0
due to the

energy conservation. We choose the transverse momentum of the outgoing particles to be along

the x- axis. Explicitly computing

s = (p1 + p2)
2
= 4E

2
,

t = (p1 � p
0
1)

2
=

= �
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� sin ✓

p
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Figure 3: Fit to R(D(⇤)) and RK(⇤)⌫ for the triplet V-A operator. Preferred region at 1� and 2� is
shown in green and yellow. In addition, the constraint from Bs mixing in W

0 model assuming gq = g`/6
is shown with solid and dotted lines.
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Figure 3: Cross-sections for single on-shell Z0 production via
bottom-bottom fusion at the 13 TeV LHC. The predictions
obtained in the 5-flavor scheme at LO and NLO in QCD are
shown in green and red shaded bands, respectively. See text
for details.

renormalisation scales within µF , µR 2 [0.5, 2]M , the sec-
ond are given by the 68% CL ranges when averaging over
the PDF set. The total uncertainty is obtained by adding
the perturbative and pdf uncertainties in quadrature. We
observe that at low Z

0 masses, perturbative uncertainty
dominates, while above ⇠ 1 TeV (0.5 TeV), the pdf un-
certainty takes over at LO (NLO). Our numerical results
and findings are consistent with those that have recently
appeared in the literature for specific Z

0 masses and SM-
like couplings [50]. Similar results are found for 8TeV
pp colisions. In setting bounds, we therefore rescale the
LO simulation results to NLO production cross-section
by applying the corresponding K-factor shown in Fig. 3
(bottom) at the lower factorization, renormalization and
68% CL PDF uncertainty ranges.

The resulting 95% CL upper limits on the |gbg⌧ | ⇥

v
2
/M

2
Z0 for a given Z

0 mass and total decay width, after
recasting ATLAS 8 TeV [42] (upper plot), 13 TeV with
3.2 fb�1 [43] (middle plot) and 13 TeV with 13.2 fb�1 [45]
(lower plot) ⌧

+
⌧
� searches, respectively, are shown in

Fig. 4 and marked with red isolines. Note that this
way of presenting results is independent of the assump-
tion on the existence of extra Z

0 decay channels. The
white region with gray border is not constrained since
the assumed total width there is smaller than the mini-
mum possible sum of the partial widths to bb̄ and ⌧

+
⌧
�

computed at the current experimental upper bound on
|gbg⌧ |/M

2
Z0 . These exclusions are to be compared with

the preferred value from the fit to the R(D(⇤)) anomaly,
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Figure 4: Recast of ATLAS ⌧
+
⌧
� searches at 8 TeV [42] (up-

per plot) 13 TeV with 3.2 fb�1 [43] (middle plot) and 13 TeV
with 13.2 fb�1 [45] (lower plot) as exclusion limits on the
bb̄ induced spin-1 ⌧

+
⌧
� resonance (bb̄ ! Z

0 ! ⌧⌧). Iso-
lines shown in red represent upper limits on the combination
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0 mass and total width.
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at 68% and 95% CL are shaded in green and yellow, respec-
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and yellow (2�) shaded regions in the plot.
To conclude, for relatively heavy vectors MW 0 &

500 GeV within the vector triplet model, the resolution of
the R(D(⇤)) anomaly and consistency with existing ⌧

+
⌧
�

resonance searches at the LHC require a very large Z
0 to-

tal decay width. Perturbative calculations arguably fail
in this regime. In other words, within the weakly cou-
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Figure 8: Tree level diagrams for vector resonance contribution to b b̄ ! ⌧�⌧+ production at hadron
collider.

where ⌧min = (mmin
⌧⌧

)2/s0. The central factorization scale is set to µF = m⇢/2. By inspecting
more closely the narrow-width case, we find that varying the scale by a factor of two leads to a
small deviation in the total cross section. Using 68% C.L. PDF sets, we also estimate the PDF
uncertainty to be at the level of ⇠ 20%.

Vector leptoquarks Ua

µ
and Uµ: The relevant diagram is shown in Fig. 8 (right). The

partonic cross section for b b̄ ! ⌧
�
⌧
+, due to the t�channel LQ exchange, is

�(ŝ) =
⇣

gT (S)

2

⌘4 ŝ(2 + ŝ/m
2
U
) + 2(m2

U
+ ŝ) ln(m2

U
/(m2

U
+ ŝ))

48⇡ŝ2
, (71)

where gT (S) is the LQ triplet (singlet) coupling defined in Eq. (52) (Eq. (51)).
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Extended gauge symmetry

In each plot, we show the variation in shape over the range C23,3 = 0.46 ± 0.2, and for

the SM (C23,3 = 0). One sees that the variation in shape is small. The variation in other

observables, such as q
2, is not shown, since it is even smaller. This gives us good confi-

dence that the measured R(D(⇤)) in eq. (2.5) well-approximate the values that would be

measured for an SM+W
0 model template.

[todo]Upper bound on mW 0 from the decay width ?

3 Explicit UV completion: The ‘3221’ gauge model

A massive vector requires an ultraviolet completion. A minimal renormalisable and per-

turbative NP model that can accommodate the above explanation of R(D(⇤)) anomaly

through W
0 mediator requires extending both the SM gauge group and the field content.

The new gauge group is SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)V ⇥ U(1)0, while the field content is

extended by a right-handed neutrinos ⌫ 0
R
, and by new vector-like quarks and leptons, Q0

L,R

and L
0
L,R

, as well as a new scalar representation HV responsible for the symmetry breaking

to SM. In the remainder of the Section, we give a detailed account of these extensions,

while the related phenomenology is given in Section 4.

Gauge symmetry and the spontaneous symmetry breaking pattern. The

extended gauge group is taken to be G ⌘ SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)V ⇥ U(1)0. At around

TeV scale, this is spontaneously broken down to the SM gauge group, GSM ⌘ SU(3)c ⇥

SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y . Our notation for the gauge fields in the G-symmetric phase is G
a
µ, W

i
µ,

W
0j
µ , and B

0
µ, respectively, with gs, gL, gV , and g

0 the corresponding gauge couplings. The

generators in the fundamental representation of SU(3) (SU(2)) group are �a
/2 (�i

/2) with

�
a (�i) the Gell-Mann (Pauli) matrices, where the indices take values a = 1, . . . , 8, and

i, j = 1, 2, 3. We use the phase convention in which the covariant derivative is, for example

for the scalar field HV ⇠ (1,1,2, 1/2), given by Dµ ⌘ @µ � igV W
0j
µ �

j
/2� ig

0
B

0
µ/2.

The gauge group GSM is spontaneously broken in two steps, first G ! GSM and then

GSM ! U(1)em. The first step of spontaneous symmetry breaking, G ! GSM, occurs when

the scalar HV obtains a nonzero vacuum expectation value (vev),

hHV i =
1
p
2

 
0

vV

!
. (3.1)

This results in three Goldstone modes being eaten by the W 0± and Z
0 gauge bosons, giving

W
0±
µ =

1
p
2
(W 01

µ ⌥ iW
02
µ ) , with mass mW 0 =

gV vV

2
,

Z
0
µ = cos ✓V W

03
µ � sin ✓V B

0
µ , with mass mZ0 =

mW 0

cos ✓V
,

(3.2)

where tan ✓V = g
0
/gV . In the following, we will use the notation

cV ⌘ cos ✓V , sV ⌘ sin ✓V and tV ⌘ tan ✓V . (3.3)

The HV vev breaks SU(2)V ⇥ U(1)0 ! U(1)Y . The unbroken generator, Y = T
3

V
+ Y

0,

corresponds to the massless SM hypercharge gauge boson, Bµ = sV W
03
µ + cV B

0
µ. Here, T 3

V

– 6 –

3 broken generators 

W’ Z’
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However, a serious obstacle of such setup is the si-
multaneous presence of both left- and right-handed
currents breaking lepton chirality, without being
proportional to the corresponding lepton mass.
Hence, the bounds from various LFV and FCNC
processes push the mass of the leptoquark in the
100 TeV ballpark [43–45]. Allowing for a mixed em-
bedding of the SM matter fields could help in sup-
pressing right-handed currents in the down sector
(e.g. if dR ⇢ 6 of SU(4)PS). This, however, would
still not be enough for RD(⇤) , due to the presence of
a light Z

0 from SU(4)PS ! SU(3)c breaking with
unsuppressed O(gs) couplings to SM fermions 2.
A crucial ingredient to circumvent the previous

issues was recently proposed in Ref. [47] in the con-
text of a “partial unification” model in which the
SM color and hypercharge are embedded into a
SU(3 + N) ⇥ SU(3)0 ⇥ U(1)0 group. The latter re-
sembles the embedding of color as the diagonal sub-
group of two SU(3) factors, as originally proposed
in [48–50]. For N = 1 one can basically obtain a
massive leptoquark which does not couple to SM
fermions, if the latter are SU(3 + N) singlets. A
coupling of Uµ to left-handed SM fermions can be
generated via the mixing with a vector-like fermion
transforming non-trivially under SU(4)0 ⇥ SU(2)L,
as recently suggested in Appendix C of Ref. [51].
The latter model example, formulated in the context
of leptoquark LHC phenomenology, is the starting
point of our construction. We go a step beyond and
implement the necessary flavour structure to fit the
B-anomalies, while keeping the model phenomeno-
logically viable.

III. GAUGE LEPTOQUARK MODEL

Let us consider the gauge group G ⌘ SU(4) ⇥
SU(3)0 ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)0, and denote respectively
by H

↵
µ , G

0a
µ ,W

i
µ, B

0
µ the gauge fields, g4, g3, g2, g1

the gauge couplings and T
↵
, T

a
, T

i
, Y

0 the gener-
ators, with indices ↵ = 1, . . . , 15, a = 1, . . . , 8,
i = 1, 2, 3. The normalization of the genera-
tors in the fundamental representation is fixed by
TrT↵

T
� = 1

2�
↵� , etc. The color and hyper-

charge factors of the SM gauge group GSM ⌘

SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y are embedded in the
following way: SU(3)c = (SU(3)4 ⇥ SU(3)0)diag
and U(1)Y = (U(1)4 ⇥ U(1)0)diag, where SU(3)4 ⇥

U(1)4 ⇢ SU(4). In particular, Y =
q

2
3T

15 + Y
0,

with T
15 = 1

2
p
6
diag(1, 1, 1,�3).

The spontaneous breaking G ! GSM happens via
the scalar representations ⌦3 =

�
4, 3, 1, 1/6

�
and

⌦1 =
�
4, 1, 1,�1/2

�
, which can be represented re-

spectively as a 4 ⇥ 3 matrix and a 4-vector trans-

2 The resolution of both the RD(⇤) and RK(⇤) anomalies via
a PS leptoquark Uµ was recently put forth in Ref. [46]. In
this respect, we reach a di↵erent conclusion.

forming as ⌦3 ! U
⇤
4⌦3U

T
30 and ⌦1 ! U

⇤
4⌦1 under

SU(4) ⇥ SU(3)0. By means of a suitable scalar po-
tential it is possible to achieve the following vacuum
expectation value (vev) configurations [52]

h⌦3i =

0

BB@

v3p
2

0 0

0 v3p
2

0

0 0 v3p
2

0 0 0

1

CCA , h⌦1i =

0

BB@

0
0
0
v1p
2

1

CCA , (1)

ensuring the proper G ! GSM breaking. Un-
der GSM the scalar representations decompose as
⌦3 = (8, 1, 0) � (1, 1, 0) � (3, 1, 2/3) and ⌦1 =
(3, 1,�2/3) � (1, 1, 0). After removing the linear
combinations corresponding to the would-be Gold-
stone bosons, the scalar spectrum features a real
color octet, two real and one pseudo-real SM sin-
glets, a complex scalar transforming as (3, 1, 2/3).
The final breaking of GSM is obtained via the Higgs
doublet field residing intoH = (1, 1, 2, 1/2) of G and
acquiring a vev hHi = 1p

2
v, with v = 246 GeV.

The gauge boson spectrum comprises three mas-
sive vector states belonging to G/GSM and trans-
forming as U = (3, 1, 2/3), g0 = (8, 1, 0) and Z

0 =
(1, 1, 0) under GSM. From the scalar kinetic terms
one obtains [51, 52]

MU = 1
2g4

q
v
2
1 + v

2
3 , (2)

Mg0 = 1p
2

q
g
2
4 + g

2
3v3 , (3)

MZ0 = 1
2

q
3
2

q
g
2
4 +

2
3g

2
1

q
v
2
1 +

1
3v

2
3 . (4)

Expressed in terms of the original gauge fields of the
group G, the massive gauge bosons read

U
1,2,3
µ =

1
p
2

�
H

9,11,13
µ � iH

10,12,14
µ

�
, (5)

g
0a
µ =

g4H
a
µ � g3G

0a
µp

g
2
4 + g

2
3

, Z
0
µ =

g4H
15
µ �

q
2
3g1B

0
µ

q
g
2
4 +

2
3g

2
1

,

while the orthogonal combinations correspond to the
massless SU(3)c⇥U(1)Y degrees of freedom of GSM

prior to electroweak symmetry breaking

g
a
µ =

g3H
a
µ + g4G

0a
µp

g
2
4 + g

2
3

, Bµ =

q
2
3g1H

15
µ + g4B

0
µ

q
g
2
4 +

2
3g

2
1

.

The matching with the SM gauge couplings reads

gs =
g4g3p
g
2
4 + g

2
3

, gY =
g4g1q
g
2
4 +

2
3g

2
1

, (6)

where gs = 1.02 and gY = 0.363 are the values
evolved within the SM up to the matching scale
µ = 2 TeV. Since g3,4 > gs and g4,1 > gY , one has
g4,3 � g1. A typical benchmark is g4 = 3, g3 = 1.08
and g1 = 0.365.

The would-be SM fermion fields (when neglecting
the mixing discussed below), are charged under the

SSB:

Figure 3: Fit to R(D(⇤)) and RK(⇤)⌫ for the triplet V-A operator. Preferred region at 1� and 2� is
shown in green and yellow. In addition, the constraint from Bs mixing in W

0 model assuming gq = g`/6
is shown with solid and dotted lines.

Le↵ � �
1

v2
CT�

q
ij (Q̄i

L�µ�
a
Q

j
L)(L̄

3
L�

µ
�
a
L
3
L) , (21)
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|�
q
sb| . 0.1|Vts| (22)

Let us consider the gauge group G ⌘ SU(4)⇥ SU(3)0 ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥U(1)0, and denote respec-
tively by H

↵
µ , G

0a
µ ,W

i
µ, B

0
µ the gauge fields, g4, g3, g2, g1 the gauge couplings and T

↵
, T

a
, T

i
, Y

0

the generators, with indices ↵ = 1, . . . , 15, a = 1, . . . , 8, i = 1, 2, 3.
The color and hypercharge factors of the SM group GSM ⌘ SU(3)c⇥SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y are em-

bedded in the following way: SU(3)c = (SU(3)4 ⇥ SU(3)0)diag and U(1)Y = (U(1)4 ⇥ U(1)0)diag,

where SU(3)4⇥U(1)4 ⇢ SU(4). In particular, Y =
q

2
3T

15+Y
0, with T

15 = 1
2
p
6
diag(1, 1, 1,�3).
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In each plot, we show the variation in shape over the range C23,3 = 0.46 ± 0.2, and for

the SM (C23,3 = 0). One sees that the variation in shape is small. The variation in other

observables, such as q
2, is not shown, since it is even smaller. This gives us good confi-

dence that the measured R(D(⇤)) in eq. (2.5) well-approximate the values that would be

measured for an SM+W
0 model template.

[todo]Upper bound on mW 0 from the decay width ?

3 Explicit UV completion: The ‘3221’ gauge model

A massive vector requires an ultraviolet completion. A minimal renormalisable and per-

turbative NP model that can accommodate the above explanation of R(D(⇤)) anomaly

through W
0 mediator requires extending both the SM gauge group and the field content.

The new gauge group is SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)V ⇥ U(1)0, while the field content is

extended by a right-handed neutrinos ⌫ 0
R
, and by new vector-like quarks and leptons, Q0

L,R

and L
0
L,R

, as well as a new scalar representation HV responsible for the symmetry breaking

to SM. In the remainder of the Section, we give a detailed account of these extensions,

while the related phenomenology is given in Section 4.

Gauge symmetry and the spontaneous symmetry breaking pattern. The

extended gauge group is taken to be G ⌘ SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)V ⇥ U(1)0. At around

TeV scale, this is spontaneously broken down to the SM gauge group, GSM ⌘ SU(3)c ⇥

SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y . Our notation for the gauge fields in the G-symmetric phase is G
a
µ, W

i
µ,

W
0j
µ , and B

0
µ, respectively, with gs, gL, gV , and g

0 the corresponding gauge couplings. The

generators in the fundamental representation of SU(3) (SU(2)) group are �a
/2 (�i

/2) with

�
a (�i) the Gell-Mann (Pauli) matrices, where the indices take values a = 1, . . . , 8, and

i, j = 1, 2, 3. We use the phase convention in which the covariant derivative is, for example

for the scalar field HV ⇠ (1,1,2, 1/2), given by Dµ ⌘ @µ � igV W
0j
µ �

j
/2� ig

0
B

0
µ/2.

The gauge group GSM is spontaneously broken in two steps, first G ! GSM and then

GSM ! U(1)em. The first step of spontaneous symmetry breaking, G ! GSM, occurs when

the scalar HV obtains a nonzero vacuum expectation value (vev),

hHV i =
1
p
2

 
0

vV

!
. (3.1)

This results in three Goldstone modes being eaten by the W 0± and Z
0 gauge bosons, giving

W
0±
µ =

1
p
2
(W 01

µ ⌥ iW
02
µ ) , with mass mW 0 =

gV vV

2
,

Z
0
µ = cos ✓V W

03
µ � sin ✓V B

0
µ , with mass mZ0 =

mW 0

cos ✓V
,

(3.2)

where tan ✓V = g
0
/gV . In the following, we will use the notation

cV ⌘ cos ✓V , sV ⌘ sin ✓V and tV ⌘ tan ✓V . (3.3)

The HV vev breaks SU(2)V ⇥ U(1)0 ! U(1)Y . The unbroken generator, Y = T
3

V
+ Y

0,

corresponds to the massless SM hypercharge gauge boson, Bµ = sV W
03
µ + cV B

0
µ. Here, T

3

V

– 6 –

n � 2 (64)

b ! c⌧ ⌫̄⌧ (65)

b ! sµµ̄ (66)

L � W
0aµ

J
a
µ (67)

v/

p
CT ⇡ 0.7 TeV (68)

�b⌧ = 1 (69)

W
0
= (1,1,+1) (70)
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of the final state phase space, and the measured missing invariant mass spectrum in the full

B ! D
(⇤)

`⌫̄ decay chain is not disrupted (in the remainder of the paper we denote ⌫ = NR

or ⌫⌧ ). There are five possible UV completions involving such an additional, SM sterile,

state NR [24] (for earlier partial studies see [14, 15] [JZ: more?]). Here, we focus on

the specific case of a W
0-type mediator, which needs only to carry a nonzero hypercharge.

As such, it may obtain its mass from the spontaneous breaking of an exotic non-Abelian

symmetry. In particular, we show that this mediator may be UV completed within the

so-called ‘3221’ gauge model, and examine the relevant flavor, collider and cosmological

constraints. Such a UV completion is minimal in its NP field content and naturally leads

to the largest NP e↵ects in the b ! c⌧ ⌫̄ transitions.

It is instructive to compare the ‘3221’ model, that we introduce below, to the one of

Ref. [12] (see also [? ]) where W
0 is part of an SU(2)L triplet vector with the nearly

degenerate Z
0, as dictated by the Z-pole observables. The gauge invariance also requires

that the flavor structures of W 0 and Z
0 couplings are related through the SM CKM mix-

ing matrix. In the ‘3221’ model, on the other hand, the observable e↵ects of Z 0 can be

suppressed below the present experimental sensitivity, while at the same time one can still

explain the R(D(⇤)) anomaly through the tree level exchange of the W
0.

The paper is structured as follows [JZ: to be finished]

[JZ: Need to cite somewhere [? ]]

2 The EFT analysis

We assume the SM field content is supplemented by a single new state, the right-handed

sterile neutrino transforming as NR ⇠ (1,1)0 under SU(3)c ⇥SU(2)L ⇥U(1)Y . This state

may couple to the SM quarks via any of the four dimension-6 operators

QSR = ✏ab

�
q̄
a

LdR

��
¯̀b
LNR

�
, QSL =

�
ūRq

a

L

��
¯̀a
LNR

�
,

QT = ✏ab

�
q̄
a

L�
µ⌫
dR

��
¯̀b
L�µ⌫NR

�
, QVR =

�
ūR�

µ
dR

��
ēR�µNR

�
, (2.1)

suppressing for now the generational indices. We focus on the operator QVR. This is

generated in a simplified model by a tree level exchange of the W 0
⇠ (1,1)1 mediator, with

the interaction Lagrangian,

LW 0 =
gV
p
2
c
ij

q ū
i

R
/W

0
d
j

R
+

gV
p
2
c
i

N N̄R /W
0
e
i

R + h.c. , (2.2)

with gV and overall coupling constant, while c
ij
q , c

i

N
coe�cients encode the flavor depen-

dence of W 0 interactions. Restoring the flavor structure to QVR, the b ! c`NR decay then

arises from

LVR =
Cij,k

⇤2

e↵

�
ū
i

R�
µ
d
j

R

��
ē
k

R�µNR

�
, Cij,k =

g
2

V
c
ij
q c

k

N
⇤2

e↵

2m2

W 0
, (2.3)

with i, j, k = 1, . . . , 3 the generation indices. Above we have defined an e↵ective scale

⇤e↵ =
�
2
p
2GFVcb

��1/2
' 0.87 (40⇥ 10�3

/Vcb)
1/2TeV , (2.4)
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Field SU(3)c SU(2)L SU(2)V U(1)0

SM-like chiral fermions

q
0i
L

3 2 1 1/6

`
0i
L

1 2 1 -1/2

u
0i
R

3 1 1 2/3

d
0i
R

3 1 1 -1/3

e
0i
R

1 1 1 -1

⌫
0i
R

1 1 1 0

Extra vector-like fermions

Q
0
L,R

3 1 2 1/6

L
0
L,R

1 1 2 -1/2

Scalars

H 1 2 1 1/2

HV 1 1 2 1/2

Table 1. Matter content of the model in the unbroken phase of gauge group G. The flavour index
i = 1, 2, 3. Singlet representation is denoted with 1, while fundamental of SU(3) (SU(2)) is 3 (2).
The last column shows Y 0 quantum number.

The Z
0 mass is arbitrarily increased in the limit of large j, keeping a fixed, while m

0
W

remains unchanged in that limit.

Matter content. The field content of the model is shown in Table 1. There are three

copies of would-be SM chiral fermion fields, q0
L
, `0

L
, u0

R
, d0

R
, e0

R
, and ⌫

0
R
, with the usual

charges under SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)0. In addition, we introduce a single generation

of vector-like fermions, Q0
L,R

⇠ (3,1,2, 1/6) and L
0
L,R

⇠ (1,1,2,�1/2), which decompose

under the SM gauge group as

Q
0
L,R =

 
U

0
L,R

D
0
L,R

!
, L

0
L,R =

 
N

0
L,R

E
0
L,R

!
, (3.9)

where U 0
L,R

⇠ (3,1, 2/3), D0
L,R

⇠ (3,1,�1/3), N 0
L,R

⇠ (1,1, 0), and E
0
L,R

⇠ (1,1, 0) under

GSM.

Yukawa sector. The mixing of the SM-like chiral fermions and vector-like fermions

occurs through the following Yukawa interactions in the Lagrangian,

L � L
SM

Yuk
� �

i

d
Q̄

0
LHV d

0i
R � �

i

uQ̄
0
LH̃V u

0i
R

� �
i

eL̄
0
LHV e

0i
R � �

i

⌫L̄
0
LH̃V ⌫

0i
R

�MQQ̄
0
LQ

0
R �MLL̄

0
LL

0
R + h.c. ,

(3.10)

where the Yukawa interactions between the SM fields are, as usual,

L
SM

Yuk
� �q̄

0
LYdHd

0
R � q̄

0
LYuH̃u

0
R

� ¯̀0
LYeHe

0
R � ¯̀0

LY⌫H̃⌫
0
R + h.c. ,

(3.11)
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Matter content
‘3221’ model

FV Z’ couplings uncorrelated!

For quarks, if one is able to expand in vV /MQ, one has [JZ: are we even showing

this?]

c̃
ij

d
/

v
2

V

M
2

Q

�
i

d
�
j

d
, c̃

ij

u /
v
2

V

M
2

Q

�
i

u�
j

u, c
ij

q /
v
2

V

M
2

Q

�
i

u�
j

d
, (4.4)

A hierarchy in �
i

d,u
then translates to a hierarchical structure of the couplings of SM quarks

to Z
0 and W

0 gauge bosons. In the numerical analysis we take vV � MQ ⇠ O, and show

next the resulting scaling for two representative scenarios of the flavor patterns in the

Yukawa couplings, �i

d
,�

i
u, Eq. (3.10).

In flavor-locked 23 model we assume the minimal set of nonzero couplings in order to

explain the b ! c⌧⌫ anomaly. We therefore assume that the new states only couple to cR

and bR in the mass eigenstate basis, so that

�
i

d
⇠ (0, 0, 1), and �

i

u ⇠ (0, 1, 0). (4.5)

We are interested in the limit vV � mQ. For concreteness, we take mQ/vV ⇠ �, and
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Above we assumed that the SM Yukawa structure is aligned for the right-handed fields,

i.e., that no right-handed rotations are needed to diagonalize them. If we instead assume

that the flavor structures comes from a Froggatt-Nielsen model (see below), some of the

entries that become nonzero. They are at most of O(�4), and in most cases actually well

below this size, and can still be safely ignored.

The Froggatt-Nielsen inspired flavor structure. The FN models of flavor explain the hi-

erarchy of quark masses through di↵erent horizontal charges of the SM quarks,H(ui
R
), H(di

R
),

H(q̄i
L
). The SM Yukawa couplings in (3.11) are then parametrically
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)+H(u
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with � ' sin ✓C = 0.23, where ✓C is the Cabibbo mixing angle, and we do not display

unknown O(1) prefactors. We use the following assignment of horizontal charges [32],

H({q̄1L, q̄
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R, d
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R, d
3

R}) = {3, 2, 0; 3, 1, 0; 2, 1, 1}. (4.8)

which leads to a phenomenologically satisfactory pattern of quark masses and CKM mixing

angles in the moderate tan� ' 1/� limit of a two Higgs doublet model. The Yukawa
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For quarks, if one is able to expand in vV /MQ, one has [JZ: are we even showing
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A hierarchy in �
i

d,u
then translates to a hierarchical structure of the couplings of SM quarks

to Z
0 and W

0 gauge bosons. In the numerical analysis we take vV � MQ ⇠ O, and show

next the resulting scaling for two representative scenarios of the flavor patterns in the

Yukawa couplings, �i
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u, Eq. (3.10).
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Direct searches at the 
LHC are marching in
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LHC exclusions: FL-23, 2 VL families

Figure 3. The LHC exclusion limits on the Z 0 andW
0 resonances from ATLAS ⌧

+
⌧
� [48], `+`� [49]

(` = e, µ), and ⌧⌫ [50] searches, respectively, projected on the (vV , gV ) plane for the FL-23 scenario
assuming the maximal fermion mixing angles s✓b , s✓c , s✓e and s✓N (that is c

23
q , c

3
N ! 1). The

vertical green band represents 1� range for R(D(⇤)) anomaly. Dashed blue (red) isolines are the
predicted masses for Z 0 (W 0) gauge bosons. The plot on the left is for the minimal matter content,
while the plot on the right assumes an additional family of the vector-like fermions mixing weakly
with the SM fermions. Their masses are set to 0.8 TeV, above the limits from [52].

⌧
+
⌧
� [48] and `

+
`
� [49] (` = e, µ) searches gives the exclusion regions in the (vV , gV )

plane shown in Fig. 3 for ⌧
+
⌧
� (brown) and `

+
`
� (gray), respectively. The parameter

space consistent with the LHC data has gV � g
0, or tV ⌧ 1. This is required to suppress

Z
0 couplings to valence quarks and light charged leptons. In this regime, the dominant

decay modes are to bb̄, cc̄, ⌧+⌧� and NRNR, and the main production mechanism is from

the charm fusion. Comparing instead the �(pp ! W
0) ⇥ B(W 0

! ⌧⌫) to the upper limits

from the ATLAS analysis [50] (see also [51]), leads to constraints shown with light blue.

Introducing another vector-like fermion family helps reduce these constraints as shown in

the right plot. Here we set the masses of vector-like fermion to 0.8 TeV, which is above the

limits from the quark partner pair production [52]. We also checked that in the interesting

region of parameter space the W
0
, Z

0 induced production is always subleading compared

to the QCD pair production.

4.2 Flavor constraints

We next turn our attention to the flavor constraints. In FL-23 model all the tree-level

FCNCs are strongly suppressed, and are phenomenologically negligible. The one-loop

induced FCNCs are also negligible, suppressed by both mW 0 � mW and the extreme

smallness of the flavor-changing couplings cijq , for ij 6= 23.

Other flavor models, beside flavor-locking, may lead to a flavor structure similar to

– 14 –
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SM EFT limits
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3. operators containing flavour-blind contractions of the light fields have vanishing Wil-

son coefficients.

We first discuss the consequences of these hypotheses on the structure of the relevant effec-

tive operators and then proceed analysing the experimental constraints on their couplings.

2.1 The effective Lagrangian

According to the first hypothesis listed above, we consider the following effective Lagrangian

at a scale Λ above the electroweak scale

Leff = LSM− 1

v2
λq
ijλ

ℓ
αβ

!
CT (Q̄i

Lγµσ
aQj

L)(L̄
α
Lγ

µσaLβ
L) + CS (Q̄i

LγµQ
j
L)(L̄

α
Lγ

µLβ
L)
"
, (2.1)

where v ≈ 246GeV. For simplicity, the definition of the EFT cutoff scale and the nor-

malisation of the two operators is reabsorbed in the flavour-blind adimensional coefficients

CS and CT .

The flavour structure in eq. (2.1) is contained in the Hermitian matrices λq
ij , λ

ℓ
αβ and

follows from the assumed U(2)q × U(2)ℓ flavour symmetry and its breaking. The flavour

symmetry is defined as follows: the first two generations of left-handed quarks and leptons

transform as doublets under the corresponding U(2) groups, while the third generation

and all the right-handed fermions are singlets. Motivated by the observed pattern of the

quark Yukawa couplings (both mass eigenvalues and mixing matrix), it is further assumed

that the leading breaking terms of this flavour symmetry are two spurion doublets, Vq and

Vℓ, that give rise to the mixing between the third generation and the other two [31, 32].

The normalisation of Vq is conventionally chosen to be Vq ≡ (V ∗
td, V

∗
ts), where Vji denote

the elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. In the lepton sector we

assume Vℓ ≡ (0, V ∗
τµ) with |Vτµ| ≪ 1. We adopt as reference flavour basis the down-

type quark and charged-lepton mass eigenstate basis, where the SU(2)L structure of the

left-handed fields is

Qi
L =

#
V ∗
jiu

j
L

diL

$
, Lα

L =

#
ναL
ℓαL

$
. (2.2)

A detailed discussion about the most general flavour structure of the semi-leptonic

operators compatible with the U(2)q×U(2)ℓ flavour symmetry and the assumed symmetry-

breaking terms is presented in appendix A. The main points can be summarised as follows:

1. The factorised flavour structure in eq. (2.1) is not the most general one; however,

it is general enough given that the available data are sensitive only to the flavour-

breaking couplings λq
sb and λℓ

µµ (and, to a minor extent, also to λℓ
τµ). By construction,

λq
bb = λℓ

ττ = 1.

2. The choice of basis in eq. (2.2) to define the U(2)q ×U(2)ℓ singlets (i.e. to define the

“third generation” dominantly coupled to NP) is arbitrary. This ambiguity reflects

itself in the values of λq
sb, λ

ℓ
µµ, and λℓ

τµ, that, in absence of a specific basis alignment,

are expected to be

λq
sb = O(|Vcb|) , λℓ

τµ = O(|Vτµ|) , λℓ
µµ = O(|Vτµ|2) . (2.3)
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SM EFT limits
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The CUµ and CDµ matrices carry the flavour structure of
the operators. Since the top quark does not appear in the
process under study we can neglect the corresponding terms.
Regarding the off-diagonal elements, we keep only the b�
s one since it is where the flavour anomalies appear, while
we set the others to zero. In summary:

CUµ
i j =

0

@
Cuµ 0 0

0 Ccµ 0
0 0 Ctµ

1

A , CDµ
i j =

0

@
Cdµ 0 0

0 Csµ C⇤
bsµ

0 Cbsµ Cbµ

1

A .

(7)

2.2 Present limits and HL-LHC projections

In this section we derive limits on the flavour non-universal
quark-lepton contact interactions by looking in the tails of
dilepton invariant mass distributions in p p ! `+`� at the
LHC. In our analysis, we closely follow the recent ATLAS
search [11] performed at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb�1 of data.
We digitise Figure 1 of Ref. [11], which shows the dis-
tribution of dielectron and dimuon reconstructed invariant
masses after the final event selection. We perform a profile
likelihood fit to a binned histogram distribution adopting
the method from Ref. [14]. The number of signal events,
as well as the expected signal events in the SM and back-
ground processes, are directly taken from the Figure 1 of
Ref. [11]. The likelihood function (L) is constructed treat-
ing every bin as an independent Poisson variable, with the
expected number of events,

DNbin = DNbin
SM ⇥

Âq,`
R tbin

max
tbin

min
dt t Lqq̄(t,µF ) |Fq`(ts0)|2

Âq,`
R tbin

max
tbin

min
dt t Lqq̄(t,µF ) |FSM

q` (ts0)|2
, (8)

which is a function of the contact interactions. The best fit
point corresponds to the global minimum of c2 ⌘�2logL,
while ns C.L. regions are given as D c2 ⌘ c2 � c2

min <
Dns , where Dns are defined with the appropriate cumu-
lative distribution functions. In the numerical study, we
use the NNLO118 MMHT2014 parton distribution func-
tions set [15]. We checked that our results have a very
small dependence on the factorisation scale variation. At
present, theoretical and systematic uncertainties on the ex-
pected number of events in the SM are negligible when
compared to the statistical one in the high invariant mass
region relevant for setting the limits on the contact inter-
actions [9,11]. Nonetheless, their importance will increase
at the high-luminosity phase. However, we still expect sys-
tematic uncertainties to be subleading or at most compara-
ble to the statistical one, and therefore we do not include
them in the projections.

Furthermore, we independently cross-check the results
by implementing the subset of operators in Eqs. (6,7) in
a FEYNRULES [16] model, and generating pp ! µ+µ�

events at 13 TeV with the same acceptance cuts as in the

ATLAS 13 TeV p p→μ+ μ-

Cuμ⨯10

Cdμ⨯10

Csμ

Ccμ

Cbμ

-0.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0. 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04

2σ observed: 36.1 fb-1 (blue), 2σ expected: 3000 fb-1 (red)

Fig. 2 In blue (red) we show the present (projected) 2s limits on Cqµ
(flavour conserving (L̄L)(L̄L) operators) where q = u,d,s,c and b,
using 13 TeV ATLAS search in pp ! µ+µ� channel [11]. Dashed
lines show the limits when all other coefficients are marginalised,
while the solid ones show the results of one-parameter fits.

ATLAS search [11] using MADGRAPH5 AMC@NLO [17].
We find good agreement between the fits performed in both
ways.

In the SMEFT, neglecting flavour-violating interactions,
there are 18 independent four-fermion operators for muons
and 18 for electrons relevant to pp ! `+`� (see Eq. (1)).
In Appendix B (Tab. 1) we provide present and projected
2s limits on all these coefficients, using the recent ATLAS
search [11]. While these limits are obtained in the sce-
nario where only one operator is considered at a time, we
checked that the 18⇥ 18 correlation matrix derived in the
Gaussian approximation does not contain any large value
(the only non-negligible correlations are among the triplet
and singlet operators with the same flavour content, which
is discussed in more details below). The absence of flat di-
rections can be understood by the fact that operators with
fermions of different flavour or chirality do not interfere
with each other.

Focusing only on the (L̄L)(L̄L) operators (in the nota-
tion of Eq. (6)), the 2s limits, both from the present AT-
LAS search (blue) and projected for 3000 fb�1 (red), are
shown in Fig. 2. The solid lines show the 2s bounds when
operators are taken one at a time, while the dashed ones
show the limits when all the others are marginalised. The
small difference between the two, especially with present
accuracy, confirms what we commented above. Further con-
straints on the operators with SU(2)L triplet structure can
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2

at both LEP-1 and LHC (see e.g. Ref. [13]). Also, such ef-
fects are not enhanced at high energies, scaling like ⇠ v2/L 2,
where v ' 246 GeV.

For these reasons we neglect them and focus on the
four-fermion interactions which comprise of four classes
depending on the chirality: (L̄L)(L̄L), (R̄R)(R̄R), (R̄R)(L̄L),
and (L̄L)(R̄R). In particular, the relevant set of operators is:

L
SMEFT �

c(3)Qi jLkl

L 2 (Q̄igµ saQ j)(L̄kgµ saLl)+
c(1)Qi jLkl

L 2 (Q̄igµ Q j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+

cui jekl

L 2 (ūigµ u j)(ēkgµ el)+
cdi jLkl

L 2 (d̄igµ d j)(ēkgµ el)+

cui jLkl

L 2 (ūigµ u j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+
cdi jLkl

L 2 (d̄igµ d j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+

cQi jekl

L 2 (Q̄igµ Q j)(ēkgµ el) (1)

where i, j,k, l are flavour indices, Qi =(V ⇤
jiu

j
L,d

i
L)

T and Li =

(n i
L,`

i
L)

T are the SM left-handed quark and lepton weak
doublets, while di, ui, ei are the right-handed singlets. V
is the CKM flavour mixing matrix and sa are the Pauli
matrices acting on SU(2)L space.

An equivalent classification of the possible contact in-
teractions can be obtained by studying directly the q q̄ !
`�`+ scattering amplitude:

A (qi
p1

q̄ j
p2
! `�p01

`+p02
) = i Â

qL,qR
Â
`L,`R

(q̄igµ q j) ( ¯̀gµ`) Fq`(p2) ,

(2)

where p ⌘ p1 + p2 = p01 + p02, and the form factor Fq`(p2)
can be expanded around the physical poles present in the
SM (photon and Z boson propagators), leading to

Fq`(p2) = d i j e2QqQ`

p2 +d i j gq
Zg`Z

p2 �m2
Z + imZGZ

+
eq`

i j

v2 . (3)

Here, Qq(`) is the quark (lepton) electric charge, while gq(`)
Z

is the corresponding coupling to Z boson: in the SM
g f

Z = 2mZ
v (T 3

f �Q f sin2 qW ). The contact terms eq`
i j are related

to the EFT coefficients in Eq. (1) by simple relations ex =
v2

L 2 cx. The only constraint on the contact terms imposed by

SU(2)L invariance are edLek
R

i j = euLek
R

i j = cQi jekk v2/L 2.
The dilepton invariant mass spectrum can be written as

(see Appendix A),

ds
dt

=

✓
ds
dt

◆

SM
⇥ Âq,`Lqq̄(t,µF)|Fq`(ts0)|2

Âq,`Lqq̄(t,µF)|FSM
q` (ts0)|2

, (4)

where t ⌘ m2
`+`�/s0 and

p
s0 is the proton-proton center

of mass energy. The sum is over the left- and right-handed
quarks and leptons as well as the quark flavours accessible
in the proton. Note that, since we are interested in the high-
energy tails (away from the Z pole), the universal higher-
order radiative QCD corrections factorise to a large extent.
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Fig. 1 Rµ+µ�/e+e� as a function of the dilepton invariant mass m`+`�

for three new physics benchmark points. See text for details.

Therefore, consistently including those corrections in the
SM prediction is enough to achieve good theoretical accu-
racy. It is still useful to define the differential LFU ratio,

Rµ+µ�/e+e�(m``)⌘
dsµµ
dm``

/
dsee

dm``
=

=
Âq,µ Lqq̄(m2

``/s0,µF)|Fqµ(m2
``)|2

Âq,e Lqq̄(m2
``/s0,µF)|Fqe(m2

``)|2
,

(5)

which is a both theoretically and experimentally cleaner
observable. In fact, in the SM both QCD and electroweak
corrections are universal among muons and electrons, pre-
dicting RSM

µ+µ�/e+e�(m``) ' 1 with very high accuracy. As
an illustration, we show in Fig. 1 the predictions for this
observable at

p
s0 = 13 TeV, assuming new physics in three

benchmark operators. The parton luminosities used to de-
rive these predictions are discussed in the next chapter.

A goal of this work is to connect the high-pT dilepton
tails measurements with the recent experimental hints on
lepton flavour universality violation in rare semileptonic B
meson decays. The pattern of observed deviations can be
explained with a new physics contribution to a single four-
fermion bsµµ contact interaction. As discussed in more
details in Section 3, a good fit of the flavour anomalies
can be obtained with a left-handed chirality structure. For
this reason, when discussing the connection to flavour in
Section 3, we limit our attention to the (L̄L)(L̄L) oper-
ators with muons given in the first line of Eq. (1).1 For
this purpose, it is useful to rearrange the terms relevant to
p p ! µ+µ� as:2

L
eff �

CUµ
i j

v2 (ūi
Lgµ u j

L)(µ̄Lgµ µL)+
CDµ

i j

v2 (d̄i
Lgµ d j

L)(µ̄Lgµ µL) , (6)

1Note that similar conclusions apply also for solutions of the flavour
anomalies involving operators with different chirality structure.
2The down and up couplings are given by two orthogonal combina-
tions of the triplet and singlet operators in the first line of Eq. (1):
CD(U)µ

i j = v2/L 2(c(1)Qi jL22
± c(3)Qi jL22

).

3

The CUµ and CDµ matrices carry the flavour structure of
the operators. Since the top quark does not appear in the
process under study we can neglect the corresponding terms.
Regarding the off-diagonal elements, we keep only the b�
s one since it is where the flavour anomalies appear, while
we set the others to zero. In summary:

CUµ
i j =

0

@
Cuµ 0 0

0 Ccµ 0
0 0 Ctµ

1

A , CDµ
i j =

0

@
Cdµ 0 0

0 Csµ C⇤
bsµ

0 Cbsµ Cbµ

1

A .

(7)

2.2 Present limits and HL-LHC projections

In this section we derive limits on the flavour non-universal
quark-lepton contact interactions by looking in the tails of
dilepton invariant mass distributions in p p ! `+`� at the
LHC. In our analysis, we closely follow the recent ATLAS
search [11] performed at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb�1 of data.
We digitise Figure 1 of Ref. [11], which shows the dis-
tribution of dielectron and dimuon reconstructed invariant
masses after the final event selection. We perform a profile
likelihood fit to a binned histogram distribution adopting
the method from Ref. [14]. The number of signal events,
as well as the expected signal events in the SM and back-
ground processes, are directly taken from the Figure 1 of
Ref. [11]. The likelihood function (L) is constructed treat-
ing every bin as an independent Poisson variable, with the
expected number of events,

DNbin = DNbin
SM ⇥

Âq,`
R tbin

max
tbin

min
dt t Lqq̄(t,µF ) |Fq`(ts0)|2

Âq,`
R tbin

max
tbin

min
dt t Lqq̄(t,µF ) |FSM

q` (ts0)|2
, (8)

which is a function of the contact interactions. The best fit
point corresponds to the global minimum of c2 ⌘�2logL,
while ns C.L. regions are given as D c2 ⌘ c2 � c2

min <
Dns , where Dns are defined with the appropriate cumu-
lative distribution functions. In the numerical study, we
use the NNLO118 MMHT2014 parton distribution func-
tions set [15]. We checked that our results have a very
small dependence on the factorisation scale variation. At
present, theoretical and systematic uncertainties on the ex-
pected number of events in the SM are negligible when
compared to the statistical one in the high invariant mass
region relevant for setting the limits on the contact inter-
actions [9,11]. Nonetheless, their importance will increase
at the high-luminosity phase. However, we still expect sys-
tematic uncertainties to be subleading or at most compara-
ble to the statistical one, and therefore we do not include
them in the projections.

Furthermore, we independently cross-check the results
by implementing the subset of operators in Eqs. (6,7) in
a FEYNRULES [16] model, and generating pp ! µ+µ�

events at 13 TeV with the same acceptance cuts as in the

Fig. 2 In blue (red) we show the present (projected) 2s limits on Cqµ
(flavour conserving (L̄L)(L̄L) operators) where q = u,d,s,c and b,
using 13 TeV ATLAS search in pp ! µ+µ� channel [11]. Dashed
lines show the limits when all other coefficients are marginalised,
while the solid ones show the results of one-parameter fits.

ATLAS search [11] using MADGRAPH5 AMC@NLO [17].
We find good agreement between the fits performed in both
ways.

In the SMEFT, neglecting flavour-violating interactions,
there are 18 independent four-fermion operators for muons
and 18 for electrons relevant to pp ! `+`� (see Eq. (1)).
In Appendix B (Tab. 1) we provide present and projected
2s limits on all these coefficients, using the recent ATLAS
search [11]. While these limits are obtained in the sce-
nario where only one operator is considered at a time, we
checked that the 18⇥ 18 correlation matrix derived in the
Gaussian approximation does not contain any large value
(the only non-negligible correlations are among the triplet
and singlet operators with the same flavour content, which
is discussed in more details below). The absence of flat di-
rections can be understood by the fact that operators with
fermions of different flavour or chirality do not interfere
with each other.

Focusing only on the (L̄L)(L̄L) operators (in the nota-
tion of Eq. (6)), the 2s limits, both from the present AT-
LAS search (blue) and projected for 3000 fb�1 (red), are
shown in Fig. 2. The solid lines show the 2s bounds when
operators are taken one at a time, while the dashed ones
show the limits when all the others are marginalised. The
small difference between the two, especially with present
accuracy, confirms what we commented above. Further con-
straints on the operators with SU(2)L triplet structure can
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at both LEP-1 and LHC (see e.g. Ref. [13]). Also, such ef-
fects are not enhanced at high energies, scaling like ⇠ v2/L 2,
where v ' 246 GeV.

For these reasons we neglect them and focus on the
four-fermion interactions which comprise of four classes
depending on the chirality: (L̄L)(L̄L), (R̄R)(R̄R), (R̄R)(L̄L),
and (L̄L)(R̄R). In particular, the relevant set of operators is:

L
SMEFT �

c(3)Qi jLkl

L 2 (Q̄igµ saQ j)(L̄kgµ saLl)+
c(1)Qi jLkl

L 2 (Q̄igµ Q j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+

cui jekl

L 2 (ūigµ u j)(ēkgµ el)+
cdi jLkl

L 2 (d̄igµ d j)(ēkgµ el)+

cui jLkl

L 2 (ūigµ u j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+
cdi jLkl

L 2 (d̄igµ d j)(L̄kgµ Ll)+

cQi jekl

L 2 (Q̄igµ Q j)(ēkgµ el) (1)

where i, j,k, l are flavour indices, Qi =(V ⇤
jiu

j
L,d

i
L)

T and Li =

(n i
L,`

i
L)

T are the SM left-handed quark and lepton weak
doublets, while di, ui, ei are the right-handed singlets. V
is the CKM flavour mixing matrix and sa are the Pauli
matrices acting on SU(2)L space.

An equivalent classification of the possible contact in-
teractions can be obtained by studying directly the q q̄ !
`�`+ scattering amplitude:

A (qi
p1

q̄ j
p2
! `�p01

`+p02
) = i Â

qL,qR
Â
`L,`R

(q̄igµ q j) ( ¯̀gµ`) Fq`(p2) ,

(2)

where p ⌘ p1 + p2 = p01 + p02, and the form factor Fq`(p2)
can be expanded around the physical poles present in the
SM (photon and Z boson propagators), leading to

Fq`(p2) = d i j e2QqQ`

p2 +d i j gq
Zg`Z

p2 �m2
Z + imZGZ

+
eq`

i j

v2 . (3)

Here, Qq(`) is the quark (lepton) electric charge, while gq(`)
Z

is the corresponding coupling to Z boson: in the SM
g f

Z = 2mZ
v (T 3

f �Q f sin2 qW ). The contact terms eq`
i j are related

to the EFT coefficients in Eq. (1) by simple relations ex =
v2

L 2 cx. The only constraint on the contact terms imposed by

SU(2)L invariance are edLek
R

i j = euLek
R

i j = cQi jekk v2/L 2.
The dilepton invariant mass spectrum can be written as

(see Appendix A),

ds
dt

=

✓
ds
dt

◆

SM
⇥ Âq,`Lqq̄(t,µF)|Fq`(ts0)|2

Âq,`Lqq̄(t,µF)|FSM
q` (ts0)|2

, (4)

where t ⌘ m2
`+`�/s0 and

p
s0 is the proton-proton center

of mass energy. The sum is over the left- and right-handed
quarks and leptons as well as the quark flavours accessible
in the proton. Note that, since we are interested in the high-
energy tails (away from the Z pole), the universal higher-
order radiative QCD corrections factorise to a large extent.
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for three new physics benchmark points. See text for details.

Therefore, consistently including those corrections in the
SM prediction is enough to achieve good theoretical accu-
racy. It is still useful to define the differential LFU ratio,

Rµ+µ�/e+e�(m``)⌘
dsµµ
dm``

/
dsee

dm``
=

=
Âq,µ Lqq̄(m2

``/s0,µF)|Fqµ(m2
``)|2

Âq,e Lqq̄(m2
``/s0,µF)|Fqe(m2

``)|2
,

(5)

which is a both theoretically and experimentally cleaner
observable. In fact, in the SM both QCD and electroweak
corrections are universal among muons and electrons, pre-
dicting RSM

µ+µ�/e+e�(m``) ' 1 with very high accuracy. As
an illustration, we show in Fig. 1 the predictions for this
observable at

p
s0 = 13 TeV, assuming new physics in three

benchmark operators. The parton luminosities used to de-
rive these predictions are discussed in the next chapter.

A goal of this work is to connect the high-pT dilepton
tails measurements with the recent experimental hints on
lepton flavour universality violation in rare semileptonic B
meson decays. The pattern of observed deviations can be
explained with a new physics contribution to a single four-
fermion bsµµ contact interaction. As discussed in more
details in Section 3, a good fit of the flavour anomalies
can be obtained with a left-handed chirality structure. For
this reason, when discussing the connection to flavour in
Section 3, we limit our attention to the (L̄L)(L̄L) oper-
ators with muons given in the first line of Eq. (1).1 For
this purpose, it is useful to rearrange the terms relevant to
p p ! µ+µ� as:2

L
eff �

CUµ
i j

v2 (ūi
Lgµ u j

L)(µ̄Lgµ µL)+
CDµ

i j

v2 (d̄i
Lgµ d j

L)(µ̄Lgµ µL) , (6)

1Note that similar conclusions apply also for solutions of the flavour
anomalies involving operators with different chirality structure.
2The down and up couplings are given by two orthogonal combina-
tions of the triplet and singlet operators in the first line of Eq. (1):
CD(U)µ

i j = v2/L 2(c(1)Qi jL22
± c(3)Qi jL22

).

• R ratios at high-pT?

(Zq̄q)ij ⇠

0

@
1 0 0

0 1 V
⇤
ts

0 Vts 1

1

A , CDµ
ij =

0

@
Cdµ 0 0

0 Csµ C
⇤
bsµ

0 Cbsµ Cbµ

1

A . (29)

c
(1)
QL ⇠ g

2
⇤ (30)

pp ! µ
+
µ
�

(31)
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effects in this case are small, we neglect them (see for exam-249

ple [26]).250

We concentrate on UV models in which new particles are251

above the scale of threshold production at the LHC, such that252

the EFT approach is applicable in the most energetic dilepton253

events. We stress however, that even for models with light254

new physics these searches can be relevant.255

Regard now the flavor structure of the C
D(U )µ
i j matrices in256

Eqs. (6, 7). New physics aligned only to the strange-bottom257

coupling Cbsµ will not be probed at the LHC, in fact the258

present (projected) 95% CL limits from the 13 TeV ATLAS259

pp → µ+µ−analysis with 36 fb−1 (3000 fb−1) of luminos-260

ity are261

!

!

!

!

π

αVtbV ∗
ts

Cbsµ

!

!

!

!

< 100 (39), (11)262

which should be compared with the value extracted from the263

global flavor fits in Eq. (10). Such a peculiar flavor structure264

is possible but not very motivated from the model building265

point of view.266

On the other hand, taking the b → sµ+µ−flavor anoma-267

lies at face value provides a measurement of the Cbsµ coef-268

ficient (via Eq. (9)). In most flavor models flavor-violating269

couplings are related (by symmetry or dynamics) to flavor-270

diagonal one(s). In this case the LHC upper limit on |Cq µ|271

from the dimuon high-pT tail can be used in order to set a272

lower bound on |λq
bs |, defined as the ratio273

λ
q
bs ≡ Cbsµ/Cq µ. (12)274

In the following we study such limits for several particularly275

interesting scenarios.276

1. Minimal flavor violation277

Under this assumption [31] the only source of flavor violation278

are the SM Yukawa matrices Yu ≡ V † diag(yu , yc, yt ) and279

Yd ≡ diag(yd , ys, yb). Using a spurion analysis the following280

can be estimated281

c
(3,1)
Qi j L22

∼
"

1 + αYu Y †
u + βYd Y

†
d

#

i j
, (13)282

where α,β ∼ O(1), which implies the following structure:283

Cu µ = Ccµ = Ctµ ≡ CUµ,284

Cdµ = Csµ = Cbµ ≡ CDµ, (14)285

while flavor-violating terms are expected to be CKM sup-286

pressed, for example |Cbsµ| ∼ |VtbV ∗
ts y2

t CDµ|. In this case287

the contribution to rare B meson decays has a Vts suppres-288

sion, while the dilepton signal at high-pT receives an uni-289

versal contribution dominated by the valence quarks in the290

proton. The flavor fit in Eq. (10) combined with this flavor291

structure would imply a value of |CDµ| ∼ 1.4×10−3 which,292

as can be seen from the limits in Fig. 3, is already probed by293

the ATLAS dimuon search [11] depending on the origin of294

the operator (i.e. from the SU(2) singlet or triplet structure)295

Fig. 3 Present and projected 95% CL limits from pp → µ+µ−in the
MFV case defined by Eq. (14)

and will definitely be investigated at high luminosity.3 Allow- 296

ing for more freedom and setting Cbsµ ≡ λbsCDµ, we show 297

in the top (central) panel of Fig. 4 the 95% CL limit in the 298

CDµ– |λbs | plane, where CUµ is related to CDµ by assuming 299

the triplet (singlet) structure. As discussed before, a direct 300

upper limit on λbs via b −s fusion can be derived only for 301

very large values. On the other hand, requiring Cbsµ to fit 302

the B decay anomalies already probes interesting regions in 303

parameter space, excluding the MFV scenario (λbs = Vts) 304

for both singlet and triplet cases. 305

2. U (2)Q flavor symmetry 306

This symmetry distinguishes light left-handed quarks (dou- 307

blets) from third generation left-handed quarks (singlets). 308

The leading symmetry-breaking spurion is a doublet whose 309

flavor structure is unambiguously related to the CKM 310

matrix [32]. In this case, in general the leading terms would 311

involve the third generation quarks, as well as diagonal cou- 312

plings in the first two generations. The relevant parameters 313

for the dimuon production would then be 314

Cu µ = Ccµ ≡ CUµ, Cdµ = Csµ ≡ CDµ, 315

Cbµ, Cbsµ ≡ λbsCbµ, (15) 316

where the flavor-violating coupling is expected to be |λbs | ∼ 317

|Vts |. As already done in the MFV case, in the following we 318

3 It should also be noted that the triplet combination is bounded from the
semileptonic hadron decays (CKM unitarity test) CUµ−CDµ = (0.46±
0.52) × 10−3 [7], in the absence of other competing contributions.
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predicted from U(2) symmetry, lbs ⇠Vts, with high lumi-
nosity an interesting region will be probed. For example,
in the U(2) flavour models of Ref. [29,33,34,57] a small
value of lbs is necessary in order to pass the bounds from
B� B̄ mixing.

3) Single-operator benchmarks:
It is illustrative to show the limits on l q

bs when only one
flavour-diagonal coefficient Cqµ is non-vanishing, while fit-
ting at the same time DCµ

9 in Eq. (10). The expected 2s
limits with 36.1 fb�1 (3000 fb�1) are:

l u
bs > 0.072 (0.77), l u

bs <�0.097 (�0.76) ,

l d
bs > 0.049 (0.36), l d

bs <�0.032 (�0.34) ,
l s

bs > 0.007 (0.04), l s
bs <�0.004 (�0.03) ,

l c
bs > 0.003 (0.02), l c

bs <�0.004 (�0.02) ,

l b
bs > 0.002 (0.01), l b

bs <�0.002 (�0.006) .

(16)

3.2 Model examples

Let us briefly speculate about the UV scenarios capable of
explaining the observed pattern of deviations in the rare B
meson decays. For our EFT approach to be valid, we focus
on models with new resonances beyond the kinematical
reach for threshold production at the LHC. In such models,
the effective operators in Eq. (1) are presumably generated
at the tree level.4 We focus here on the single mediator
models in which the required effect is obtained by inte-
grating out a single resonance. These include either an ex-
tra Z0 bosons [29,33,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,
49,50,51,52] or a leptoquark [53,54,55,56,57,58,28,59,
60,61,62] (for a recent review on leptoquarks see [63]).

We note that a full set of single mediator models with
tree-level matching to the vector triplet (c(3)Qi jLkl

) or singlet

(c(1)Qi jLkl
) operators, consists of: color-singlet vectors Z0

µ ⇠
(1,1,0) and W 0

µ ⇠ (1,3,0), color-triplet scalar S3 ⇠ (3̄,3,1/3),
and vectors U µ

1 ⇠ (3,1,2/3), U µ
3 ⇠ (3,3,2/3), in the no-

tation of Ref. [63]. The quantum numbers in brackets indi-
cate color, weak, and hypercharge representations, respec-
tively.

Z0 and W 0 models: A color-singlet vector resonance
gives rise to an s-channel resonant contribution to the dilep-
ton invariant mass distributions if MZ0 is kinematically ac-
cessible. Otherwise, the deviation in the tails is described
well by the dimension-six operators in Eq. (1) with L =
MV and

c(3)Qi jLkl
=�g(3),i j

Q g(3),kl
L , c(1)Qi jLkl

=�g(1),i j
Q g(1),kl

L , (17)

4Note that including a loop suppression factor of ⇠ 1
16p2 , the fit of

the flavour anomalies in Eq. (10) points to a scale L ⇡ 2.6+0.2
�0.3 TeV

(see for example models proposed in Refs. [35,36,37]).

Fig. 5 Limits on the Z0 MFV model from pp ! µ+µ�. See text for
details.

obtained after integrating out the heavy vectors with inter-
actions L � Z0

µ Jµ +W 0a
µ Ja

µ , where

Jµ = g(1),i j
Q (Q̄igµ Q j)+g(1),kl

L (L̄kgµ Ll) ,

Ja
µ = g(3),i j

Q (Q̄igµ saQ j)+g(3),kl
L (L̄kgµ saLl) .

(18)

A quark flavour-violating g(x),23
Q coupling and g(x),22

L are
required to explain the flavour anomalies, while the limits
from pp ! µ+µ� reported in Table 1, can easily be trans-
lated to the flavour-diagonal couplings and mass combina-
tions.

For example, assuming a Z0 with g(1),iiQ = g(1),iiL = g⇤

and MFV structure (g(1),23
Q =Vtsg⇤), as dictated by neutral

meson oscillation constraints, we derive limits on g⇤ as a
function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data directly in
the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The results are
shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are shown with
solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown with dashed-
blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4 � 5 TeV the lim-
its in the two approaches agree well, while for the lower
masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6 On
top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].

Related to the above analysis, let us comment on the
model recently proposed in Ref. [52]. An anomaly-free

5The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
u,d,s,c,b, t,µ,nµ via Eq. (18), i.e. GZ0/MZ0 = 5g2

⇤/(6p).
6See Ref. [9] for a more detailed discussion on the EFT validity in
high-pT dilepton tails.
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predicted from U(2) symmetry, lbs ⇠Vts, with high lumi-
nosity an interesting region will be probed. For example,
in the U(2) flavour models of Ref. [29,33,34,57] a small
value of lbs is necessary in order to pass the bounds from
B� B̄ mixing.

3) Single-operator benchmarks:
It is illustrative to show the limits on l q

bs when only one
flavour-diagonal coefficient Cqµ is non-vanishing, while fit-
ting at the same time DCµ

9 in Eq. (10). The expected 2s
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3.2 Model examples

Let us briefly speculate about the UV scenarios capable of
explaining the observed pattern of deviations in the rare B
meson decays. For our EFT approach to be valid, we focus
on models with new resonances beyond the kinematical
reach for threshold production at the LHC. In such models,
the effective operators in Eq. (1) are presumably generated
at the tree level.4 We focus here on the single mediator
models in which the required effect is obtained by inte-
grating out a single resonance. These include either an ex-
tra Z0 bosons [29,33,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,
49,50,51,52] or a leptoquark [53,54,55,56,57,58,28,59,
60,61,62] (for a recent review on leptoquarks see [63]).

We note that a full set of single mediator models with
tree-level matching to the vector triplet (c(3)Qi jLkl

) or singlet

(c(1)Qi jLkl
) operators, consists of: color-singlet vectors Z0

µ ⇠
(1,1,0) and W 0

µ ⇠ (1,3,0), color-triplet scalar S3 ⇠ (3̄,3,1/3),
and vectors U µ

1 ⇠ (3,1,2/3), U µ
3 ⇠ (3,3,2/3), in the no-

tation of Ref. [63]. The quantum numbers in brackets indi-
cate color, weak, and hypercharge representations, respec-
tively.

Z0 and W 0 models: A color-singlet vector resonance
gives rise to an s-channel resonant contribution to the dilep-
ton invariant mass distributions if MZ0 is kinematically ac-
cessible. Otherwise, the deviation in the tails is described
well by the dimension-six operators in Eq. (1) with L =
MV and

c(3)Qi jLkl
=�g(3),i j

Q g(3),kl
L , c(1)Qi jLkl

=�g(1),i j
Q g(1),kl

L , (17)

4Note that including a loop suppression factor of ⇠ 1
16p2 , the fit of

the flavour anomalies in Eq. (10) points to a scale L ⇡ 2.6+0.2
�0.3 TeV

(see for example models proposed in Refs. [35,36,37]).

Fig. 5 Limits on the Z0 MFV model from pp ! µ+µ�. See text for
details.

obtained after integrating out the heavy vectors with inter-
actions L � Z0

µ Jµ +W 0a
µ Ja

µ , where

Jµ = g(1),i j
Q (Q̄igµ Q j)+g(1),kl

L (L̄kgµ Ll) ,

Ja
µ = g(3),i j

Q (Q̄igµ saQ j)+g(3),kl
L (L̄kgµ saLl) .

(18)

A quark flavour-violating g(x),23
Q coupling and g(x),22

L are
required to explain the flavour anomalies, while the limits
from pp ! µ+µ� reported in Table 1, can easily be trans-
lated to the flavour-diagonal couplings and mass combina-
tions.

For example, assuming a Z0 with g(1),iiQ = g(1),iiL = g⇤

and MFV structure (g(1),23
Q =Vtsg⇤), as dictated by neutral

meson oscillation constraints, we derive limits on g⇤ as a
function of the mass MZ0 , both fitting the data directly in
the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The results are
shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are shown with
solid-blue while those in the EFT are shown with dashed-
blue. We see that for a mass MZ0 & 4 � 5 TeV the lim-
its in the two approaches agree well, while for the lower
masses the EFT still provides conservative bounds.6 On
top of this, we show with green lines the best fit and 2s
interval which reproduce the b ! sµµ flavour anomalies,
showing how LHC dimuon searches already exclude such
a scenario independently of the Z0 mass. The red solid line
indicates the naive bound obtained when interpreting the
limits on the narrow-width resonance production s(pp !
Z0)⇥B(Z0 ! µ+µ�) from Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].

Related to the above analysis, let us comment on the
model recently proposed in Ref. [52]. An anomaly-free

5The Z0 decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions
u,d,s,c,b, t,µ,nµ via Eq. (18), i.e. GZ0/MZ0 = 5g2

⇤/(6p).
6See Ref. [9] for a more detailed discussion on the EFT validity in
high-pT dilepton tails.
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The CUµ and CDµ matrices carry the flavour structure of
the operators. Since the top quark does not appear in the
process under study we can neglect the corresponding terms.
Regarding the off-diagonal elements, we keep only the b�
s one since it is where the flavour anomalies appear, while
we set the others to zero. In summary:

CUµ
i j =

0

@
Cuµ 0 0

0 Ccµ 0
0 0 Ctµ

1

A , CDµ
i j =

0

@
Cdµ 0 0

0 Csµ C⇤
bsµ

0 Cbsµ Cbµ

1

A .

(7)

2.2 Present limits and HL-LHC projections

In this section we derive limits on the flavour non-universal
quark-lepton contact interactions by looking in the tails of
dilepton invariant mass distributions in p p ! `+`� at the
LHC. In our analysis, we closely follow the recent ATLAS
search [11] performed at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb�1 of data.
We digitise Figure 1 of Ref. [11], which shows the dis-
tribution of dielectron and dimuon reconstructed invariant
masses after the final event selection. We perform a profile
likelihood fit to a binned histogram distribution adopting
the method from Ref. [14]. The number of signal events,
as well as the expected signal events in the SM and back-
ground processes, are directly taken from the Figure 1 of
Ref. [11]. The likelihood function (L) is constructed treat-
ing every bin as an independent Poisson variable, with the
expected number of events,

DNbin = DNbin
SM ⇥

Âq,`
R tbin

max
tbin

min
dt t Lqq̄(t,µF ) |Fq`(ts0)|2

Âq,`
R tbin

max
tbin

min
dt t Lqq̄(t,µF ) |FSM

q` (ts0)|2
, (8)

which is a function of the contact interactions. The best fit
point corresponds to the global minimum of c2 ⌘�2logL,
while ns C.L. regions are given as D c2 ⌘ c2 � c2

min <
Dns , where Dns are defined with the appropriate cumu-
lative distribution functions. In the numerical study, we
use the NNLO118 MMHT2014 parton distribution func-
tions set [15]. We checked that our results have a very
small dependence on the factorisation scale variation. At
present, theoretical and systematic uncertainties on the ex-
pected number of events in the SM are negligible when
compared to the statistical one in the high invariant mass
region relevant for setting the limits on the contact inter-
actions [9,11]. Nonetheless, their importance will increase
at the high-luminosity phase. However, we still expect sys-
tematic uncertainties to be subleading or at most compara-
ble to the statistical one, and therefore we do not include
them in the projections.

Furthermore, we independently cross-check the results
by implementing the subset of operators in Eqs. (6,7) in
a FEYNRULES [16] model, and generating pp ! µ+µ�

events at 13 TeV with the same acceptance cuts as in the

Fig. 2 In blue (red) we show the present (projected) 2s limits on Cqµ
(flavour conserving (L̄L)(L̄L) operators) where q = u,d,s,c and b,
using 13 TeV ATLAS search in pp ! µ+µ� channel [11]. Dashed
lines show the limits when all other coefficients are marginalised,
while the solid ones show the results of one-parameter fits.

ATLAS search [11] using MADGRAPH5 AMC@NLO [17].
We find good agreement between the fits performed in both
ways.

In the SMEFT, neglecting flavour-violating interactions,
there are 18 independent four-fermion operators for muons
and 18 for electrons relevant to pp ! `+`� (see Eq. (1)).
In Appendix B (Tab. 1) we provide present and projected
2s limits on all these coefficients, using the recent ATLAS
search [11]. While these limits are obtained in the sce-
nario where only one operator is considered at a time, we
checked that the 18⇥ 18 correlation matrix derived in the
Gaussian approximation does not contain any large value
(the only non-negligible correlations are among the triplet
and singlet operators with the same flavour content, which
is discussed in more details below). The absence of flat di-
rections can be understood by the fact that operators with
fermions of different flavour or chirality do not interfere
with each other.

Focusing only on the (L̄L)(L̄L) operators (in the nota-
tion of Eq. (6)), the 2s limits, both from the present AT-
LAS search (blue) and projected for 3000 fb�1 (red), are
shown in Fig. 2. The solid lines show the 2s bounds when
operators are taken one at a time, while the dashed ones
show the limits when all the others are marginalised. The
small difference between the two, especially with present
accuracy, confirms what we commented above. Further con-
straints on the operators with SU(2)L triplet structure can

 Fit R(K(*)), set limits on:
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be derived from the charged-current pp ! `n processes [6,
7,9].

3 Implications for R(K) and R(K⇤)

3.1 Effective field theory discussion

Recent measurements in rare semileptonic b ! s transi-
tions provide strong hints for a new physics contribution to
bsµµ local interactions (see for example the recent anal-
yses in Refs. [18,19,20,21]). In particular, a good fit of
the anomaly in the differential observable P0

5 [22], together
with the hints on LFU violation in RK and RK⇤ [23,24,25],
is obtained by considering a new physics contribution to
the Cbsµ coefficient in Eqs. (6,7). In terms of the SMEFT
operators at the electroweak scale, this corresponds to a
contribution to (at least) one of the two operators in the
first row of Eq. (1) (see for example [26]). Moreover, the
triplet operator could at the same time solve the anomalies
in charged-currrent (RD(⇤) ) , see e.g. Refs. [27,28,29].

Matching at the tree level this operator to the standard
effective weak Hamiltonian describing b ! s transitions,
one finds

DCµ
9 =�DCµ

10 =
p

aVtbV ⇤
ts

Cbsµ , (9)

where a is the electromagnetic fine structure constant while
|Vts| = (40.0± 2.7)⇥ 10�3 and |Vtb| = 1.009± 0.031 are
CKM matrix elements [30].

The recent combined fit of Ref. [18] reported the best
fit value and 1s preferred range

DCµ
9 =�DCµ

10 =�0.61±0.12 . (10)

Using this result and Eq. (9), one can estimate the scale of
the relevant new physics by defining Cbsµ = g2

⇤v2/L 2, ob-
taining L/g⇤ ⇡ 32+4

�3 TeV. Depending on the value of g⇤,
i.e. from the particular UV origin of the operator, the scale
of new physics L can be within or out of the reach of LHC
direct searches. We show that even in the latter case, under
some assumptions it can be possible to observe an effect
in the dimuon high energy tail. When comparing low and
high-energy measurements, the renormalisation group ef-
fects should in principle be taken into account. Since these
effects are small in this case, we neglect it in what follows
(see for example [26]).

We concentrate on UV models in which new particles
are above the scale of threshold production at the LHC,
such that the EFT approach is applicable in the most en-
ergetic dilepton events. We stress however that even for
models with light new physics these searches can be rele-
vant.

Fig. 3 Present and projected 95% CL limits from pp ! µ+µ� in the
MFV case defined by Eq. (14).

Let us discuss the flavour structure of the C
D(U)µ
i j matri-

ces in Eqs. (6,7). New physics aligned only to the strange-
bottom coupling Cbsµ will not be probed at the LHC, in
fact the present (projected) 95% CL limits from the 13 TeV
ATLAS pp ! µ+µ� analysis with 36 fb�1 (3000 fb�1) of
luminosity are
����

p
aVtbV ⇤

ts
Cbsµ

����< 100 (39) , (11)

which should be compared with the value extracted from
the global flavour fits in Eq. (10). Such a peculiar flavour
structure is possible, but not very motivated from the model
building point of view.

On the other hand, taking the b! sµ+µ� flavour anoma-
lies at face value provides a measurement of the Cbsµ coef-
ficient (via Eq. (9)). In most flavour models flavour-violating
couplings are related (by symmetry or dynamics) to flavour-
diagonal one(s). In this case we can use the LHC upper
limit on |Cqµ | from the dimuon high-pT tail in order to set
a lower bound on |l q

bs|, defined as the ratio

l q
bs ⌘Cbsµ/Cqµ . (12)

In the following we study such limits for several particu-
larly interesting scenarios.

1) Minimal flavour violation

Under this assumption [31] the only source of flavour vio-
lation are the SM Yukawa matrices Yu ⌘ V †diag(yu,yc,yt)
and Yd ⌘ diag(yd ,ys,yb). Using a spurion analysis one can
estimate

c(3,1)Qi jL22
⇠
⇣

1+aYuY †
u +bYdY †

d

⌘

i j
, (13)


